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INTRODUCTION

The inscriptions upon which this treatise is based are the Greek

Macedonian inscriptions. Thus far the Corpus does not contain all

of the Macedonian inscriptions. Dimitsas, having spent ten years

in making a collection of these inscriptions, published them in Athens,

in 1896, in two volumes entitled, 'H MoKcSovta. In this work Dimitsas

has included all inscriptions having any reference to Macedonian

affairs, regardless of the place to which the inscription itself belonged.

For our present purpose we make use of only those inscriptions which

had their origin in Macedonia, that is, only those which are geographically

Macedonian inscriptions.

This treatise is intended to present an inductive study of the legal

and governmental terms common to the Macedonian inscriptions and

the New Testament. The purpose of this investigation is to obtain,

from the usage of these words in the inscriptions, any available infor-

mation which may throw light upon their interpretation in the New
Testament. The object is not to make an exhaustive investigation

of the meaning and usage of these words in the whole field of Greek

literature, nor yet to carry the investigation into the New Testament

itself, but rather to furnish to the student of the New Testament some

additional data with which to approach bJs task of interpreting these

technical terms in the Scriptures.

The method has been to quote in Greek the statement in which the

word under consideration occurs; to indicate to what time and place

the inscription belonged; to give a translation or a paraphrase of a

sufficient portion of the immediate context to enable the reader to

understand the shorter passage quoted in Greek; and then to make an

inductive study of the terms selected, in every inscription in which they

occur.

Arabic numerals, unless otherwise specified, refer to the numbers
assigned to the Macedonian inscriptions by Dimitsas in his -Nla/ceSovui,

and the Roman numerals refer to the di\4sions of this treatise. Under
each Roman numeral a single word, or group of closely related words,

is treated. The abbreviations used for names of authors are usually

from the list given by Liddell and Scott.

I wish to make special mention of my indebtedness to Professor

Ernest D. Burton of the University of Chicago. His discriminating and
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6 HISTORICAL AND LINGUISTIC STUDIES

suggestive criticisms, so generously given, greatly stimulated my interest

and gave direction to my effort. His help has been so many-sided
that it is impossible to estimate its value. To Professor Edgar Good-
speed of the University of Chicago I also desire to express my thanks
and grateful appreciation for his pertinent suggestions on various

linguistic problems.
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I. A. PovXtj

(i)

'AyaOrj Tvxi},

cTous rjKT dTroypa<f>r)

itpT^/Swv Twv i<f>r]fiev(rav-

TU)v VTTO Avarcfxaxov A/3i-

5 Sluvov rov i<f>-q(Sapxov

Kara to Soy/xa Trj<; l3ov\rj<;.

The whole of this inscription is extant, and the first six lines are

here transcribed. It reads as follows: "In the year 328 a register of

the €<^7//3ot who became €<f>r}^oL under Lysimachus the son of Abidianos

the i<f>T^I3apxo<; by the decree of the /SouAiy." Then follows a list of the

This inscription was found over the entrance of the city of Bodena

(Edessa). Edessa was situated on a table-land between two projec-

tions of the Bermius Mountains, and was at one time the capital of

Macedonia.

Boeckh, reckoning the date found in the inscription (1. 2) from the

destruction of Corinth, gives us the year 182 a.d. as the date of this

inscription.

It here appears that the boys who became t^-q^oi were under the

control of an officer called o i<f>rjftapxo<;, and they were duly registered

as €<f>r]fioi. by a decree of the ftov\-q (cf. CIG, 256, 272B, 275, 276,

Heliod. 7, 8). The /SovXt; is the only official body here mentioned,

and it had authority to confer the rights of citizenship upon the youths

of the city. This may indicate that in some of the Macedonian cities

there was only one governing bod}^ in the city, as in the case of the

Sanhedrin in Jerusalem, or it may be that this particular matter, the

granting of citizenship to the young men was one which pertained to

the functions of the fiovXrj.

(2) 37

d\A' iXcrjcrov yjp.a<; ws

5 uio(i>)s avTov 7r/3£o-/8[e]t'uis kol et'^^at? 7r[avT<DV ?

dyycAwv [/cut] -rrpo^^r^Toiv airo . .

fuipTvpixiv Tois (Tol dp€(Ta(r(L)

/SovX^S KOCTjxov dp.-qv.
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12 HISTORICAL AND LINGUISTIC STUDIES

'EivddSc KCLTe 'IcMivvrjaKrj tov to—
lO o^vaTravcrafxivr] iv XptcTTo).

The whole of this mortuary inscription is extant except for slight

mutilations. It is here transcribed from the middle of 1. 4 to the end

of the inscription. It was placed on the monum.ent of a certain Cyprian

whose tomb had been destroyed during a persecution of the Christians,

and the part quoted above is in the form of a prayer by those who
erected the monument and who in some sense regarded themselves

as his sons. It reads thus :
" but have mercy upon us as his sons because

of the supplications and prayers of all the angels and of the prophets

and of the witnesses to those things which are pleasing to thee, [and

deliver us from (koI pvcrat 17/Aas ciTro)] the counsel of the world. Amen."
This inscription was found in the outer wall of a church in Bodena.

Its exact date is not known, but the phrase, dvawava-afxevrj iv Xpia-rw,

marks it as belonging to the Christian era.

Since the last part of 1. 6 and the first part of 1. 8 are wanting, the

exact relationship of the phrase, /SouX^s Koa-fiov dixrjv, to the context

cannot be determined with certainty. In the New Testament the

word ^ovkri almost invariably means "counsel," and Kocr/xo-i frequently

denotes *'men," or ''the ungodly multitude." That the inscription

is of a religious character is evident. The opening words of the sentence

beginning on 1. 4, iXetjaov ^ixd<i, are used at the present time in the

liturgy of the Greek church. The dfnjv at the close of the sentence

is the word commonly employed in ending a prayer. The thought

expressed is that of petition or prayer. It thus appears that fiov\rj<i

is here used in the closing phrase of a prayer, and that it is an abstract

term having a usage parallel to that found in the New Testament.

In Luke 7:30, ttjv /SovXrjv tov Oeov denotes the counsel of God (cf.

Acts 2:23; 20:27, etc.). The /SovXrj in the inscription pretty certainly

denotes counsel, and probably K6<Tfjio<i denotes the ungodly people.

According to this interpretation there seems to be a contrast between

the prayers and supplications of the angels and of the prophets on the

one hand, and the counsel of the world on the other.

(3) 50

H ISovXr] KOI [6 S^)U.os] HottlXiov

^ovfifiov veutrepov.

The whole of this inscription is extant and is here transcribed. It

was found in the ruins of an old wall in Beroea, a city of Macedonia
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LEGAL TERMS IN MACEDONIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE N.T. 13

lying about seven hours south of Edessa, and twelve west of Thessa-

lonica. The date is not known, but the Latin name, IIoTri'Ato? Sov/t/ios,

points to the Roman period. The two following inscriptions (51, 52)

belong to the same place, and probably to about the same time.

In monumental inscriptions the name of the person or persons

erecting the monument, and the name of the person for whom it was

erected are usually given, while the verb of erecting or setting up is

often omitted. It here appears that the fSovXrj and the StJ/aos erected

a monument to IIoTrtAtos Sov/x/xos vewrepo?. The term fiovXrj is used in

its technical sense referring to a civil body, the council of the city.

(4) 51

'H fiovXr] Kol 01 veoL

K. HoTTtWiov IlpoKXov louvta-

vov TivBwva Tov yv/JLvaaiap^ov

aXtiifravTa /cat Xovcravra 81' 6Xr)<i

e rffxipa<: iravh-qixu.

The whole of this inscription is extant, and is here transcribed.

For place and date see I. A. (3). It reads as follows: "The Council

and the boys erect this monument to C. Popillius Proclus Junianus

Python the gymnasiarch who spent his time anointing and bathing

the boys throughout the whole day."

It is to be observed that the (iovX-q and the veot are represented

as acting together in erecting a monument in honor of the gymnasiarch.

This is the only instance in the Macedonian inscriptions in which the

^ovXrj and the vioi are thus associated. Elsewhere, such official

action is always attributed either to 17 fiovXrj koI 6 8^/xos, or to either

one of these bodies acting by itself. In this case, however, the boys

share with the ^ovXi^ in honoring the gymnasiarch, because in his

official capacity as superintendent of the gymnasia he had devoted

all his time to caring for the boys. This does not indicate that the

v€OL had a political standing.

(5) 52

Bcpotafijoji/ rj fiovXr] Kal 6 [S^/iosJ

Tt . . . . uLOv UroXefjuiiov

.... Trjv Twv oreySao'ToJv

This inscription is in a badly mutilated condition, and is here tran-

scribed. It was found in a church in Beroea. It appears that the fiovXrj
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14 HISTORICAL AND LINGUISTIC STUDIES

and the S^/xos erected a monument in honor of the person whose name

is partly obliterated in 1. 2.

It is expressly stated that this is the ^ovXrj of the Beroeans. In

Nos. 50 and 52 8i}/tos has been restored by the editor. In No. 50 it

may have been originally 17 (SovXr) koI ol ve'ot, as in 51:1, and in 52:1

there is also the possibility of such a restoration as ve'oi. These are

the only inscriptions found in Beroea in which the jSovXrj is mentioned,

and in each case it is used in a technical sense, denoting a political body.

The only unusual feature in its usage is its association with the ve'oi

in 51:1.

(6) 258

10 K(ttt) TeXcvTiov oi'Se Trj<;

Kara t^i/ fiovXrjv T£(tj/i,^s riiJ.€\r](r€v,

16 ISo^ev Trj ^ov\rj

TT]v Tov av8p6<i (TtfxvoTrjTa K(ai) fiovXrjcnv

6 eTTifieXr]-

26 Tr]<; Twv r^s /3ovA.^s Srjvapiwv Aovklos

AovK/aiyTtos Tiov8r}<s.

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only those clauses are

here transcribed which contain the term ^ovXrj. It was found at

Tzepikobon, a small town about five hours from Bitolia in Pelagonia,

and about one hundred and thirty-seven miles from Thessalonica.

The date (243) contained in the inscription if reckoned from the

Achaean era (146 B.C.) corresponds to 97 a.d.

Beginning at the middle of 1. 9, the inscription runs thus :
" Inasmuch

as Philo both greatly honored his own native land, and when dying

lacked nothing of honor toward the fiovX-^, but left to it, by will, 1,500

denarii on the condition that from the interest accruing from it annually

the Council should celebrate a festive day in honor of OueVnos BwAavos

to be held on the fourteenth day before the Calends of November, it is

decreed by the fiovXyj to accept the offer of Philo in the proposed con-

ditions written by him in the will, to receive the money, and, from the

interest on it, to celebrate annually the festal day, and not to spend any

of the principal for other need, nor to spend any of the interest except

as Philo who gave it had planned. The money was counted and the

curator of the ^ovX-q received it."
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LEGAL TERMS IN MACEDONIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE N.T, 15

Since the 8^/xos is not mentioned in this inscription, it may be

inferred either that the fiovX-^ was the only governmental body in

Tzepikobon, or that the matter in question—that of accepting a be-

quest—was one which belonged to the functions of the jSovXrj apart

from the S^/u,os. Coming, as it does, at the close of the first century

A.D., it is of first-rate importance in determining the authority of the

fiovXr] in this part of Macedonia during the New Testament period.

It is seen that at Tzepikobon at this time:

a) The iroXLTapxat convened the council (11. 5-6).

b) That money might be left by will (Kara BuidT^Krjv) to the ^ovX-q to

be expended for public purposes as directed by the testator.

c) That the ^ovXrf had authority to accept such a bequest and to

carry out the required conditions.

d) The fiovXri had an ofiicer who took charge of money committed

to it.

(7) 365

8 Kara. to. ytvofitva vtto tt]<; Kparta-

9 [j'T* )8ovAj^s Koi Tov SrjiJLOv i{/r](f>L(TfxaTa,

Only a part of this inscription is preserved, and the part which is

found is in a very fragmentary condition. A part of 11. 8 and g is

here transcribed. It was found in Thessalonica, and contains its

own date, 289 (1. 14), which corresponds to 143 a.d.

The name of the person who is referred to as having left to the city

of Thessalonica a legacy is partly defaced so that editors differ as to

whether it is the name of a man or of a woman. According to the

restoration of Dimitsas it was a woman who made the bequest (11. 5-6),

but according to Hogarth it was a man (Jour. Hell. Studies, VIII, 1887,

The inscription as we possess it is so fragmentary that it is hardly

safe to venture on a translation of it. Hogarth says: ''It is too frag-

mentary to do more than conjecture that it refers to certain hunting-

grounds left by the will of one Herennius, either to the city of Thessa-

lonica or to some religious foundation therein, and the object of the

inscription would seem to be to record the terms of their future regu-

lation'' (Jour. Hell. Studies, VIII, 1887, 362). In addition to this state-

ment it is seen that these games were to be conducted, according to the

terms decreed by the jSovXrj and the S^/aos, by those who were politarchs.

Then follow the names of the politarchs, the time of the year at which

the games were to be held, and the date of the inscription.
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16 HISTORICAL AND LINGUISTIC STUDIES

In Tzepikobon it is the ySovXi; alone which is represented as receiving

money through a bequest. Here it is the /?ov\i/ and the 877/x.os acting

together who accept the money and direct the use of it according to

the terms of the SuiOyKr]. This tends to show that the cities of Mace-

donia did not have a uniform political system. There is a difference

of forty-sLx years in the dates of these two inscriptions (258 and 365),

but when compared with other inscriptions, some of an earlier and some

of a later date, it is seen that the difference in time will not account for

the fact that at Tzepikobon there is only one political body mentioned,

while at Thessalonica there are two, the (3ovXt^ and the ^flos, exercising

precisely the same functions as those of the fiovXi^ at Tzepikobon.

The terms avvKXrjTO': (1. 5) and ^ovX-j (1. 9) are used interchangeably.

(8)
' 668

5 "AXAai fxev fiovXal avOpioniov,

aXXa 8i $c6<; KcXevei.

The whole of this inscription is extant, and the last two lines are

here transcribed. It was found in a church in Thessalonica, and bears

the date 1705 a.d. It is apparently an inscription of dedication at a

time when the church was repaired or rebuilt. It is stated in the

nscription that these things took place at the departure of the most

holy Ignatius from the island of Lesbos. The two lines which are

transcribed seem to be in the form of a proverb: "Men counsel one

thing, but otherwise God commands."

The use of /SovXi^ here is of value solely as showing what modern

Greek usage is. It has the same meaning as that which it usually has

in the New Testament, "counsel" or "purpose."

(9) 671

I "Eoo^ev TijL jSovXrji. kol twl S)//ia>t.

8 SeSo^Oai T^i l^ovXrJL kul rm 8t/jU,o)i.

17 avaypanf/ai Si rdSe to ij/rj<f>L<jjjja ttjv

/SovXrjv CIS TO /SovXevTrjpLOV.

20 "ESofeti' TrJL fiovX^t. Kul TlOl BrjfKDI.
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LEGAL TERMS IN MACEDONIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE N.T. 17

27 8e8o;^^at T^t /SovXrji Kal run, hrffxaiL

'H TToAts 0£(r<raA.ovtKe(iDV ArjXciav rrji

46 /3ov\rji Kal Twt Si^fiwL ^at'peiv.

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only those portions of it

are here transcribed in which the term (/SouAi?) under consideration

at this point occurs. It was found in Delos in 1885, and contains three

decrees. According to Dimitsas (Ma/c., I, 565), it belongs within the

period 220-215 ^•^•

FIRST DECREE

Because of the completeness and importance of this inscription,

and inasmuch as it affords a good illustration of the form and character

of many of these inscriptions, a translation of the whole of it is here

appended: "It is decreed by the (3ov\^ and the &7/U.0S; Boulon the son

of Tunnon made the motion. Since Admetos while a Trpo'^evo? (at

Delos) supplied many great necessaries to the temple and to the Delians,

both publicly and privately, always to whoever of the citizens chanced

to meet him, and in order therefore that the 8rjixo<; appear grateful to

as many as honor the temple, and have been publicly announced as

showing kindness to the fiovX-j of Delos; be it decreed by the fiovXrj

and the 8^/xos to honor him with the sacred crown of laurel and with

two bronze images, and that the sacred herald proclaim him publicly

in the theater during the sacrifices to Apollo, and whenever the choruses

of boys contend let proclamation be made; and let the Srjfjios of Delos

adorn Admetos Bokros a Macedonian with the sacred crown of laurel

and with two bronze images on account of his reverence toward the

temple and of his good-will toward the Srjfio? of Delos, and let the f^ovXij

inscribe this decree in the council chamber, and let the sacred officers

inscribe it in the temple. Cynthiades the son of Teleson put it to the

vote."

SECOND DECREE

"It is decreed by the /SovAt; and the 8^/xos. Boulon the son of

Tunnon made the motion. Since Admetos the Trpo^cvo? supplied

many great needs to the temple and the S^/xos of Delos, both publicly

and privately, always, to whoever of the citizens chanced to meet him

;

and in order therefore that the S^/xos appear grateful, to as many as

honor the temple and have been proclaimed for showing them kindness;

with good luck, be it decreed by the /SovXt; and the SrJ/aos to set up two
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18 HISTORICAL AND LINGUISTIC STUDIES

bronze images of the rrpo^cvos Admetos, the one in the temple and the

other in Thessalonica, and to set the one in the temple beside the altar

of the god of the city, and to inscribe upon the image this inscription;

'The 8^/ios of Delos erects this to Admetos the son of Bokros a Mace-

donian, on account of his valor and of his piety toward the temple and

of his good-will for the 8^/aos of Delos;' and to send an envoy who
when he arrives at Thessalonica shall hand over the decrees, and shall

require the S^/ios of Thessalonica, since it is a friend and kindred of

the 8^/Aos of Delos, to give a place as good as possible for the setting up

of the crown and of the image of Admetos, containing the same inscrip-

tion which the 8^/xos set up also in Delos, and doing these things they

will show gratitude to the Srj/xo^ of Delos. Cynthiades the son of

Teleson put it to the vote. Boulon the son of Tunnon was chosen

envoy."

THIRD DECREE

"The city of Thessalonica to the fiovXy and the Srjfio<! of Delos

greeting. Boulon who was sent an envoy by you, having arrived and

having delivered ov^er the decrees by means of which you honored

Admetos the son of Bokros, and having come into the €KK\r](Tia, and

making a speech in accordance with the things decreed, we accepted

these things in accordance with your wish, and of the decree in which

we submitted to the demand made by you we have sent you the copy

just as you see it. Sosipater the president, and the .... Menander,

Nicodemos, Philodemos, Hippias .... made a motion. Since Boulon

who was sent by the 8^/aos of Delos an envoy to the city (Thessalonica)

delivered up the decrees in which the 8rjfxo<:, having advised to render

thanks to Admetos the son of Bokros on account of his good deeds,

has adorned him with the divine crown of laurel and with two bronze

images of which it was voted to place one in the sacred place beside

the altar of the god of the city, and to place the other in Thessalonica,

and the inscribing of the crown and the setting up of the image shall

be executed just as it was written in the inscription by the decree, and

they esteemed our city worthy affectionately to give to him as good a

place as possible both in accordance with the things decreed and with

the speech of Boulon; be it decreed by the fiovkrj, to commend the

8rjfjio<i of Delos, because it gave thanks to the Thessalonian fellow-

citizens of Admetos when it crowned him on account of the good deeds

mentioned, esteeming him worthy of the things decreed, and be it decreed

that the one presiding over the contests pay for the inscribing of the
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LEGAL TERMS IN MACEDONIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE N.T. 19

crown and for the setting up of the image on whatever place seemed

best to the members of the fiovXr]."

The first decree (11. 1-19) was passed by the fiovXiq and the 87/ios of

Delos in honor of Admetos of Thessalonica who was a Trpd^cvos at

Delos. On account of his benefactions to the temple and to the people

of Delos it was decreed by the /SouAt; and the 8rjfio<i that the herald

should proclaim him in the theater during the games, and crown him

with the sacred crown of laurel, and the fiovXij was to inscribe this

decree in their council chamber, and the temple officers were to inscribe

it in the temple.

The second decree (11. 20-45) is similar to the first, with two addi-

tions, the one concerning the placing of one of the images of Admetos

in the temple beside the altar of Zeus, and the other referring to

the choosing of Boulon to go as an envoy to Thessalonica with this

decree.

The third decree (11. 46-77) pertains to the receiving of the envoy

from Delos by the iKKkrja-La of Thessalonica, and the reply of Thessa-

lonica to Delos. It relates that Boulon the envoy from Delos had

been received at a meeting of the iKKk-qaia, and that in a speech before

that body he had presented to them the request of Delos that they also

share in honoring Admetos. His plea was favorably received by the

(iovXri of Thessalonica, and they decreed that one of the bronze images

of Admetos should be set up in Thessalonica, and that the crown be

inscribed, in accordance with the request of Delos.

It is seen from this inscription:

a) That both of these cities, Delos and Thessalonica, possessed

a ^ovX-q and a 8^/xo?.

b) That the fiovXiq and the 8^/aos of Delos passed a decree honoring

the Trpd^cvos from Thessalonica for the services he had rendered to

Delos.

c) That upon the ^vX-^ and the S^/nos devolved the duty and the

right to decide where the decree should be inscribed, and the statues

set up.

d) That official matters between two cities were transacted by the

PovX-q and the 8^/xos of the respective cities, through the agency of an

-envoy (7rpeo-/?cvT7js).

e) That the man chosen as envoy was also a member of the fiovXrj.

f) That the fSovXrj of Thessalonica took the initiative and recom-

mended to the S^^os that Admetos should be honored, but that the

final authority in dealing with the matter rested with the S^/ao?.
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(lo) 675

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the clause in which

the term ^ov\i] occurs is here transcribed. It was inscribed on a large

stone slab, and was found in the village of Aivati, a small town four

hours north of Thessalonica, in Mygdonia. The date contained in the

inscription (1. 49) corresponds to 117 B.C.

The inscription records that the politarchs of the city of Lete, in

a Trpo/iovKev/jM, proclaimed the Roman treasurer Marcus Annius a

benefactor of Macedonia and of their own city, and they erected to

his honor a stone slab in the market-place on which they placed this

inscription, because he had twice fought with them against hostile

invaders, and had in each case defeated the enemy. For this double

victory the fiovXi^ and the 8^/u.os voted to crown him, and to establish

in his honor a cavalry contest to be held once a year. Beginning at

the middle of 1. 36 it reads as follows: " Because of which be it decreed

by the f^ovX-q and by the ^iJio<i to praise Marcus Annius the son of

Poplius, the Roman treasurer, and to crown him with the olive wreath,

and to establish for him a cavalry contest, in the month of AaiVio?."

It appears that at this time Lete had local self-government, and that

here, as well as in Thessalonica, there were two political bodies, a

fiovXi] and a 8^/xos.

As to the relation of the ^ovXrj to the S^/ios, and their method of

conducting business, it is seen that the fiovXi] took the initiative (671 : 70,

675:2-3). The fiovXij first held a meeting by itself, in which it took

any matter of business under its own consideration and formulated

a statement regarding it, which was then presented to the 8^/xos at a

joint meeting of the ^ovXtj and the 8^/u.os. This preliminary statement

was drawn up in the form of a resolution, and was called a npofiovXev^ia,

and if approved by a vote of the Syjfjio<; it became an authoritative

decree. At Lete this irpofiovXivfj.a was presented to the S^/^os by the

TToXirapxai., a variation from the usage of Athens where the office of

TToXiTapxr]^ did not exist. In Athens the npofiovXcvfw. was usually

presented to the 8^/aos by the herald, and defended before the assembly

{iKKXrjaia, the joint meeting of the fiovXrj and the 8^/xos) by the man
who first made the motion in the ^ovXtj (Cf. Gilbert, Greek Const. Ant.,

pp. 293-96).

The fiovX-^ and the 8rjp.o<i voted to grant certain honors to Marcus

Annius, the Roman treasurer, and to choose three envoys (Tr/oco-yScvTai

)
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from among the /SovXewat (1. 49), who should convey to Marcus

Annius the proposal of the 8^/aos to honor him, and to urge upon him

the acceptance of these honors. They also provided for the writing and

the setting-up of this decree in a public place. In this case the writing

of the decree and the setting-up of the stele were to be in the hands of

the TToXiTapxai and of the treasurer of the city. Lete had its own
local treasurer, and the jurisdiction of the Roman treasurer seems to

have extended over matters of general interest, rather than to matters

of the local city government.

(11) 1130

3 Kara ipT^tfuafia Pov\rj<; koI Brjfwv

5 SeSo^^ai Trji fiovXrj Kal toJ 8i^ixto

The whole of this inscription is extant, and the two clauses in which

the term fiovXrj occurs are transcribed. It was found at Thasos. The
exact date to which it belongs is not known, but according to Perrot

it is to be assigned to the period immediately preceding the time of

Alexander the Great (Dim., Mok. II, p. 856).

It is a decree passed by the (iovX-j and the S^/aos of Thasos praising

a certain Poluaretos and granting to him the rights of citizenship

because of his benefactions to the city of Thasos, and to the people

privately, while he was Trpo^cvos at Thasos.

Beginning on 1. 2 it reads thus: "The dtvpoi made the inscription

according to the decree of the PovXtj and the ^^lo<i. With good luck;

since Polyaretos the son of Hystias, being a Trpo^evos and a benefactor

of the city, has been a good man toward the city of Thasos, and does

whatever good he can, both publicly to the city and privately to whoever

chances to meet him; be it decreed by the PovX-q and the S^/mos to

praise Polyaretos the son of Hystias on account of his valor and of his

good-will toward the city of Thasos, and that Polyaretos be a citizen,"

etc.

It appears from this inscription that Thasos had a fiovXiq and a

S^/Aos, three ap^ovres (1. i), and three BcvpoC who inscribed this decree

(11. 2, 10).

(12) 1140

2<Ji>/i,a K6prj<: aprra)(d\v avrjXiKU) evdaXei wpy

irapOevov a.v$o(f>6pov tv/x)8os o8' cyKarcj^ct.

fffvxrj 8 adavdriov /JouXats e7ri8T;/xtds ecTTtv

aorpoi?, Kai Upov )(Ci}pov €;(£t pjoKapiov.
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The whole of this mortuary inscription is extant. The first four

lines are here transcribed. It was found in Thasos. The date has

not been determined. The contrast between body and soul which

occurs here (11. 1-3) is found as early as Plato {Tim. /^2b-d). A trans-

lation of the portion which is transcribed is as follows: "This tomb

contains within it the body of a girl, a flower-bearing virgin, snatched

away in the tender bloom of immaturity. But the soul by the counsels of

the immortals is sojourning in the stars, and has a sacred, happy abode."

Liddell and Scott refer to this inscription under the word a.v6o(^6po<i

which they interpret as denoting a flower-bearer in a religious rite.

There is a contrast between o-w/xa (l.i) and i/'v^v (I.3). The contrast

is not only between the o-w/xa and the ^i/^xv, but also between their places

of abode. The tomb holds the body of the maid, but her soul, by the

counsels of the immortals, is sojourning (e7n8^/u,ios; cf. Ap. Rh.,

I, 827) among the stars, and has a sacred, happy abode. It thus appears

that this inscription is of a religious character, and that it discloses to

us the conception of the writers as to the existence of the soul after it

has left the body.

As the term /8ovA,i/ is here used it evidently means counsels, and is

used in an abstract rather than a concrete sense. The latter is usual in

the inscriptions. The usage of fiovX-q in this inscription is of significance

in its bearing upon its usage in the New Testament, because it is here

used in the abstract sense with a meaning similar to that which it has

in the New Testament, and because there is a certain influence or

authority attributed to the counsels ()8ov\ai) of the immortals. A
similar conception meets us in the New Testament, where seven out

of the thirteen occurrences of fiovXri are used of the counsel of God, and

to the counsel of God is ascribed an authority similar to that which

it has in the inscription. The fiovXri of God has an ethical value, and

expresses an ethical principle, or standard of conduct for man. In

Luke 7 : 30 the vo/tiKot are regarded as making a wrong choice morally

when they set aside the fiovXrj of God. In the inscription the ^ovXai

of the immortals are associated with the welfare of a soul, and deter-

mine its place of abode. The fiovkai of the immortals and the (SovXi]

of God are both related to the well-being of the soul.

(13) 1141

2 KaT[a] \l/i]<f>i.afia [ySovA^s Koi Brjfiov.

Only a fragment of this inscription is preserved. There is not one

complete line of the original inscription left. The restoration of /?ovAv
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in the line transcribed rests on good authority; it is supported by
comparison with other inscriptions. We are, however, not dependent

upon this restoration for the fact that there was a fiovXij at Thasos

where this inscription was found.

(14) 1369

21 Koi ofioiTai Tov SJrjiJLOv ov av 17 /3ov\ij <TX}yypd<f>rj

Only a part of this inscription is found. There is no means of

telling how much of it has been lost, but only the latter portion of it

now remains. There is but one occurrence of the term fiovX-j in the

extant part of it. It was found at Thasos where it had been built

into the wall of a Byzantine church, and belongs to the year 411 b.c.

It records the revolutionary action of the oligarchical party which in

that year attempted, and for a time successfully, to overthrow the

government of the S^ftos (Thucyd. VIII).

It appears from this inscription that:

a) The oligarchy canceled all special privileges formerly granted

by the Brj/io^ (11. 1-4).

b) Rewards were voted to those who had assisted in the revolution

(11. 4-5).

c) The oligarchy restored to civic rights all those who had been

exiled by the 8rjfxo<: (II. 5-9).

d) It promised certain honors and immunities to anyone who
would contribute money to the city (11. 9-12).

e) Provision was made in this decree against a counter-revolution

by voting that this decree was to be permanent.

/) This decree was to be inscribed and set up in a public place

(11. 16-17).

g) Copies of the decree w^ere to be inscribed and preserved (11. 17-19).

//) An oath of allegiance to the new government was demanded
(11. 19-21). The line transcribed above reads: "And whomever of

the S^/Aos the ^ovXt^ write down shall take the oath." The S^/aos here

referred to (1. 21) was a nominal body of five thousand, created by
the oligarchy, but without any active part in the government. It

must not be confounded with the S^/aos mentioned in 1. 2, whose
authority was for a time set aside by the oligarchy.

The term ^ovXi^ is here used with reference to the oligarchy, and
does not have the same connotation as in the other Macedonian inscrip-

tions. This body which is here called a fiovXrj was opposed to the
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democratic principles of government for which the (3ovX-ii and the

8j7/i.os of other Macedonian cities stood. It appears, therefore, that

the term fiovXrj does not always carry with it a reference to the kind of

organization for which it stands. It may be applied to political bodies

representing fundamentally different conceptions of government. This

fact may be of importance in considering the different names by which

Josephus designates the Sanhedrin of Jerusalem.

In the Macedonian inscriptions the word (iovKy, or some form of it,

is found in fourteen inscriptions, and in these it occurs twenty-two

times. In addition to this, the word ySovAcvn^s, which occurs in 744:1,

indicates the existence of a /iovXr] at Olynthus. In two of these inscrip-

tions (668:5; 1140:3) the plural number occurs with the meaning of

counsels or plans, and in 37:8 the singular number of the noun is found,

in a prayer, with the same meaning. In every other occurrence of

the word in the inscriptions it is used in its technical sense denoting

one of the civil bodies commonly found in these Macedonian cities,

Edessa (i, 37), Beroea (50, 51, 52), Tzepikobon (258), Thessalonica

(365, 668), Lete (675), Olynthus (744), and in two other cities which

Dimitsas designates as Macedonian, Delos (671) and Thasos (1130,

1140, 1141, 1369).

The time covered by these inscriptions which refer to the ^SovAiy

extends from the latter part of the fifth century B.C. to the end of the

second century a.d., and probably later in several instances.

In the following table is given a list of those towns or cities in which

there is mention of a ^ovXi^, the number of the inscription, and the date

of each so far as they are known. It will be seen that these cities extend

to every part of Macedonia, and, in point of time, the /SovAiy is met

with, as a civil or governmental body in these cities during a period

of at least six centuries.

Name of City
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As to the functions of the ^ov\r], members of it were frequently

chosen as envoys. At Lete the ^ov\i] prepared the Trpo(3ovk€VfjLa, but

the politarchs presented it to the 8^/ixos (675:2-3). In Edessa the

young men were formally registered as l<i>-q^oi by a decree of the ySovXr?

(i:i-6). In Tzepikobon the ^ovXrj was convened by the politarchs

(258). It had authority to receive legacies bequeathed to it for the

benefit of the city. The ^ovX-q had an officer who acted as treasurer

for it (258). Upon the fiovXrj, sometimes in conjunction with the

S^/jtos, rested the responsibility of erecting public statues, setting up

inscriptions, and in general, the care of public documents. They
themselves did not personally take charge of the writing and setting

up of inscriptions, or of the care of public documents, but they directed

the officers who did take charge of all such work.

Thus far we have been considering the functions of the fiovXrj, but

more often the fiovXrj and the S^/xos are represented as acting together.

That the fiovXy had functions distinct from those of the 8^/xos is seen

in the matter of their bringing forward a -rpo^ovXivfia for the considera-

tion of the ^|x.o<; (675:2-3), but for the most part they are mentioned

as acting together. They seem always to have been associated with

some city, but whether or not their jurisdiction extended beyond their

own local city is not known. They seemed to constitute the final

authority in all civil and political matters.

Two distinct usages of ^ovXri have been observed in the inscriptions.

The one in which fiovX-q denotes counsel or plan occurs only in three

inscriptions (37:8; 668:5; 1140:3) of a religious character. One of

these (1140:3) is a modern Greek inscription, hence there are only two

instances of this usage which pertain to the New Testament period.

This usage finds a parallel in the common use of the term in the New
Testament. Not only is the meaning of the word the same in both,

but there is also this in common, that the literature in which they occur

is in both cases religious; in one of the inscriptions (37) it is pretty

certainly Christian religious ideas that find expression; in the other

(668) a Greek religious atmosphere forms the background in which

the usage occurs. The difference in the proportion of usages between

the inscriptions and the New Testament is to be accounted for by the

difference of their subject-matter.

The other usage is the one almost invariably found in the inscrip-

tions, that is, with a technical meaning denoting a political body.

The inscriptions are for the most part of an official character. They
contain records which are of interest to the public, and which are
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generally given in a legal formula, and so the prevailing usage of ^ovXy

is, in them, technical.

To this technical Macedonian usage there is a parallel, partial at

least, in Palestinian usage where the chief governing body of the Jews

was called a f3ovX-q (Josephus, B. J., II, xv, 6; II, xvi, 2; V, xiii, i).

Before reaching a final conclusion as to how far this parallel usage of

the term fiovXrj denotes political bodies of like character and functions,

it is necessary to examine the term /SouXcutt^s, and also the terms

yepovata and <rvv(8piov, names by whicli the governing body of

Jerusalem was designated.
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I. B. PovXevTTis

The word /JouAcutt/v occurs four times in the Macedonian inscrip-

tions (671:77; 675:3,49; 744:1)-

(i) 671

Kol Sovvai Tov CTTi Tov? aycjv^ajs rrji

75 fikv avaypa<f>rji tov crTt^avou kol iraph. .... Twv ia( ? )

Tijpdiv T^t dvadiacL T^s ciKWos ov av [tottovJ 8o[^i;t]

Tots jSovXevTats

The most of this inscription is preserved. The part here transcribed

is sufficient to illustrate the usage of /SouXcuri/s. For the place and date

of the inscription, and for the translation and explanation of it see

1. A. (9).

It is seen, from the passage quoted, that the place for the setting-

up of the image was to be chosen by the ^ovXcvraC. Of the precise

significance of the term /SovXeuriys this passage affords us no clear

Indication, but it is doubtless safe to assume that here as elsewhere

the term is an official designation denoting a member of the fiovXri.

The members of the ^ovX-q of Athens were referred to by the term

fiovXtvral (Arist, Pol. 45. 3). Much additional evidence might be cited

to show that, in Athens, /3ovXcvtj;s was the term commonly used to

designate a member of the /SouAiy. In the Macedonian inscriptions

there are two instances which tend strongly to show that a similar

usage of the term obtained in Macedonia. In 675:2-3 it is stated that

the /SouXeurai drew up the irpo^ovkevpa. In Athens this was a matter

which pertained distinctly to the functions of the fiovXrj. There seems

then to be a high degree of probability that the /SovXtvrat here men-

tioned were the members of the /SovXrj of Lete.

In 744 : 1 reference is made to the fact that a man was twice a

^ovXevTr}<i. It is well known that in Athens a man was eligible for

membership in the povXrj only twice (Arist. 62. 3). The evident inten-

tion in the inscription cited was to show that Bat)3tos had received the

honor of being appointed a /SovXcutt;? as often as it was permitted any

man to receive that honor. The usage of the term (3ovXevTrj<: in Mace-

donia seems then to accord with that of Athens. In both places it

was used to denote a member of the fiovXrj.
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(2) 675

2 ArjTacwv ol Tro\iTdp)(ai, ir/jo/3ovXev(ra/A€-

V(DV Twv (iovXevTwv, eTirav.

49 Koi tlpWrjcrav TrpccrySevTai twv fiovXevTOiv

*A8aios 'ASat'ov, Avdoiv 4>t\a)T0v, 'Afivvras Aie'ov?.

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the two clauses

containing the term /SovXcvrrj'; are here transcribed. For the place

to which it belongs and its date see I.A. (10).

In the first reference, quoted above, it is stated that "the fiovXevTai

having drawn up the irpofSovXevfia, the politarchs of Lete made the

motion." That is, the politarchs introduced, by a formal resolution,

the irpofiovXev/jLa at a meeting of the eKKXrja-ia. In the latter clause,

"the envoys were chosen from the /SovXeuTat." These envoys were

delegated to convey to the Roman treasurer the vote of honor conferred

upon him by the fiovXrj and the Srjp.o's of Lete. In the discussion of

the preceding inscription it was seen that a (SovXevrrji was a member
of the ^ovXt^. Here it appears that the (SovXrj or its members, the

fiovXevrai drew up the Trpo/SovXcvfxa and that they were chosen as

envoys for the city.

(3) 744

A. Bat'^ios, )8ouA.euT^s St's.

The whole of this inscription, consisting of five lines, is extant.

The first line is here transcribed. It was found at Olynthus in Macedonia.

The date is not known.

The man whose name appears in this inscription erected a monument
to the memory of his wife. As already pointed out the important

contribution which it makes is in showing that in Macedonia a man
might twice be elected a /SovXevrr^s, and, by inference from this fact,

that it designates a member of the fiovXrj.

It thus appears that, generically, the term has the same meaning

in the inscriptions as in the New Testament, but that the specific

meaning is different. In both cases it is an official designation denoting

a member of a body having governmental functions. But whereas

in the inscriptions this body is the ^ovX^ of a Greek city, in the New
Testament it is the highest legislative and judicial body of the Jewish

people, commonly called the Sanhedrin. It may perhaps be regarded

as most probable that the employment of ftovXrj in Josephus, and of
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ySovAcuT^s in Mark 15:43 for the Jewish Council and one of its members

respectively, is not the reflection of a common usage in Jewish Greek

terminology, but a transfer to a Jewish body and one of its members of

a Greek term which in strict Greek usage had a similar, though not

identical significance, somewhat as if we today should speak of one of

the iToXLTapxai. of Thessalonica as the mayor of the city. And Josephus

may very well in this case be adapting his terminology to the common

vocabulary of his readers.
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IL yipovaria

The term yepouo-ia occurs twice in the Macedonian inscriptions

(1410:7; 1411:1).

(i) 1410

AyaOrj tuj(*;

T^i/ d^ioXoycoTci-

TTjv ap\i.ipeuiv

Mcfifjiiav Be\Xt;i-

5 vavfi 'A\€$dvSpav to

aefivoTarov cruv-

eSptov T^<! ye/jov-

ctas T^v fir]T€pa

CVTCV^W?.

The whole of this inscription is extant and is here transcribed. It

reads as follows: "With good luck, the most august (rvvtSpiov erected

this monument in honor of the most noteworthy liigh priestess Memmia
Belleina Alexandra, the mother of the yepovata, farewell."

In 18S3 Mr. and Mrs. J. Theodore Bent discovered in Thasos a

triumphal arch in front of which there stood two pedestals. On the

southern base, on which a statue of more than life-size was placed, this

inscription was found. As to its date Dimitsas says: '^avrJKei as toi'

P' . . . .
y' alwva fi. X." (Max., II, 965, n. 1410). E. L. Hicks

dates it within 212-17 a.d. {Jour. Hell. Studies, VIII, 1887, 424).

There is nothing given here to indicate that the yepovaca was

different, as respects its functions, from the jSovXt/ of the other inscrip-

tions. The earlier inscriptions found in Thasos designated the govern-

mental body by the term /SouX?;, even when that council was an oligarchy

similar to the yepouo-ia of Sparta. Apparently the yepovaia here

referred to is the same body that at an earlier period was called /SovXt;,

the two names being interchangeable at this time.

(2) 1411

2 H yepovma

The whole of this mortuary inscription is extant, containing twelve

lines, in the second of which the term yepovata occurs. It belongs to
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the same time and place as the preceding inscription. The translation

is as follows: "With good luck. The yepov<ria erected this monument
to Flavia Vibia Sabina the most noteworthy chief priestess and from

her ancestors incomparable, mother of the yepouo-ta, the first and only

one of those who from all time shared in equal honors with the members

of the ycpovo-ta."

Here again the ycpova-ui is exercising the functions which were

generally attributed to the fSovXi^, or to the ^ovAr? and the S^/iaos.

In Sparta the yepovaCa was a council of twenty-eight members,

besides the two kings (Hdt. 6. 57; Plut. Lye. 5). Membership in it

was limited to a certain class, that is to persons possessing a good social

and financial standing, and the age required for admission to it was at

least sixty years (Plut. Lye. 26). Candidates for admission to it must be

KoXol KayadoL (Arist. Pol. 2. 9, 22, 46, Newman's ed.). Membership

was for life. The body was not accountable to any superior authority, or

to the people for its oflicial acts (Arist. Fol. 2. 9; Plut. Lye. 26; Polyb. 6.

45. 2). In the middle of the fourth century B.C. Demosthenes, in writing

concerning the yepova-ia of Sparta, pointed out that certain qualifications

were necessary for membership in it; membership in it was bestowed

as a prize, or reward of merit and that within the ycpovo-ia itself all

the members shared equal privileges. Muller compares the Council

of the Areopagos to the yepovata of Sparta—"Daher die Sittenauf-

sicht der alten Gerichte, wie des Areopagos in Athen, so der Gerusia

zu Sparta" (Muller, Doner, II, xi, 215). He also adds: "Die

Gerusia richtete alle peinlichen Klagen, wie auch die meisten, die

den Lebenswandel der Burger betrafen." A list of members of the

yipovaCa is given by Le Bas in his Voyage en Greee el en Asie Mineure,

p. 173a.

The ycpovcrCa had authority to pass sentence of death, and to it

as a court of justice all cases of murder were brought. Aristotle in

referring to the cases which come before the ephors for judgment says,

ot 8c ye'povTcs rot? <f>ovtKd<i (Arist. Pol. 3. I. lo). There is evidence for

the existence of a yepovaia at Ephesus, Crete, Elis, and Cnidus.

Sometimes the terms fiovXrj and yepovma occur in the same inscrip-

tion in such a way that it is difl5cult to decide whether both refer to the

same body, or whether they point to the existence of a fiovXrj and a

ycpovo-ux side by side. Chving to the occurrence of both words CIG,

1 241 Boeckh concludes (CIG, I, p. 610) that they denote different

bodies, while Foucart regards the two as identical. In general, however,

the terms fiovXrj and yepowia are used with reference to different
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cities, and denote political bodies differing as to their organization

and possessing somewhat different functions.

During the Greek period the governing body at Jerusalem was

called a ytpovaia. In a letter written by Antiochus the Great to

Ptolemy in 200 B.C. the following reference to the ytpovaia occurs:

Kut /u.£Ta T^s yepovcrtas dTravTT/o-avTwv (Jos., Ant., XII, iii, 3)
—"Since the

Jews, on our first entrance into their country, showed their friend-

ship toward us, and when we came to their city received us in a splendid

manner and came to meet us with their yepouo-ca." Antiochus V,

in a letter to the Jews in 164 B.C., sends greetings to the ytpovaia tSv

'louSaiW (II Mace. 11:27): "King Antiochus to the ytpovaia of the

Jews and to the other Jews, greeting."

The following quotations will illustrate the position of prominence

held by the ycpovaia and in part the functions which it exercised:

II Mace. 1 : 10: kuI oi iv rrj 'louSat'a koI r/ ytpovcria koX lovhas ApicTTO^ovAw

—"And they who are in Judea, and the ycpovo-ta and Judas, to

Aristobulus."

II Mace. 4:44: 01 7r€p.(f>6evTCi Tpct? ai/Spcs vtro t^5 ytpouo-i'as
—"the

three men who were sent by the ytpovo-ia."

I Mace. 12:6: 'lo)va6av ap)(uptv'i tov (6vov<: koI 17 y£pou(ria
—

"Jona-

than the high priest of the nation, and the yepovaui, and the priests

and the rest of the people of the Jews, unto their brethren the

Spartans, greeting."

Judith 4:8: Kttl ^ ycpovo-t'a ttuvtos Srjfxov 'laparjX—"And the chil-

dren of Israel did as Joakim the high priest had commanded them and the

ycpovo-t'a of all the people of Israel, who dwelt at Jerusalem."

Judith 11:14: TTjv a<^€o-iv Trapa t^s ycpouo-tas
—"And they have sent

some to Jerusalem, because they also that dwell there have done this

thing, to bring to them the discharge from the yepovaia.''

Judith 15:8: Kttt rj ytpovaLa tQ>v viC)v 'lapai^X—"And Joakim the high

priest, and the ycpovaia of the children of Israel who dwelt at Jerusalem

came to behold the good things which the Lord had showed to Israel."

As early as Antiochus the Great the council at Jerusalem was known

as the ycpovaia, and took an active part in all political, and religious

matters of public interest. From 200 B.C., and possibly earlier, Greek

writers were accustomed to speak of this Jewish Council as the ycpovaia.

The earliest definite reference to it is that of Antiochus in 200 B.C. It

is quite probable that this body at Jerusalem owed its organization to

the spread of Greek political ideas, and that the name ycpovaia was

first applied to it by the Greeks, but on both of these points there is a
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lack of trustworthy evidence. At all events, the name yepouo-ta was

not peculiar to the Jewish people. The Spartans and other Doric

states had from very early times been familiar with a yepovcria.

In the Septuagint the word yeporo-iia has been used twenty-five

times as a translation for "'SpT , and once for "321 , but this does not

imply that there was any such organization of the elders in the Old

Testament period as we find in the second century B.C.

In 200 B.C. when Antiochus the Great addressed a letter to the

ytpovdia at Jerusalem the terms ^ovX-q and ycpovo-ta were both familiar

to Greek writers. The ^ovX-iq of Athens and the ytpovaia of Sparta

were two well-known political bodies, each ha\ang marked characteristics

of its own. The term of office in the fiovX-q of Athens was one year, and

its members were subject to examination for their official conduct.

In the yepovaia of Sparta membership was for life, and was independent

of any other authority.

The ^ovXrj of Athens was composed of five hundred members

and a man was eligible for membership in it at thirty years of age

(Xen. Mem. i. 2. 35). As to the yepovaia of Sparta, a man must be at

leasl sixty years old before he was admitted to it, and the number of

its members was limited to twenty-eight. In other cities the number

varied, but it was always small. It appears then that the fiovXrj was

the more democratic organization, and the ycpovo-ia the more aristocratic

and exclusive.

That the governmental body at Jerusalem was, at this early date,

called a ytpouo-ia seems to indicate that it was more closely related,

in its organization and functions, to the Doric yepovaCa than to the

(3ovX-q of Athens. The historical development of the Council at

Jerusalem tends to confirm this view.

About the middle of the first century B.C. a change seems to have

occurred in the name of this council. In 57-55 B.C. Gabinius divided

the whole of the Jewish edvos into five o-woSoi (B. J., I, A'iii, 5), one

of which was at Jerusalem. What Gabinius really did at this time is

more clearly stated in Ant., XIV, v, 4, where it is said that he divided

TO i$vo<; into equal parts or divisions and appointed five a-wtSpia, one

of which was to be in Jerusalem. The term a-vvtSpLov is here applied

by Josephus to the council at Jerusalem, as well as to the other four.

This is the language in which Josephus describes what Gabinius did,

but it is not thereby necessarily the terminology of Gabinius himself.

We cannot therefore affirm that the council at Jerusalem was designated

as a (rvv(8piov by Gabinius.
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In 47 B.C. Hyrcanus II was reappointed kBva.pxq<i of the Jews at

Jerusalem. In that year he summoned Herod from Galilee to appear

before the o-we'Spiov at Jerusalem to answer an accusation of murder

which had been made against him (Jos., Ant., XIV, ix, 3-5). Here,

for the first time, so far as can be learned, the term crwihpiov is unmis-

takably used to designate the council at Jerusalem, formerly known

as the yc/3ouo-ia, for it is uncertain whether Gabinius himself used the

term at the earlier date.

Elsewhere awi^piov is frequently used to denote courts of justice.

Hesychius defines crwi^piov by Stxao-Ti/piov. In Prov. 22:10, orvvihpiov is

used to translate "|"'"n . In the Mishna, Sanhedrin I. 5, D^tSl'iCb nTIIHSO
= " courts for the tribes." The employment of o-we'Spiov to denote

this council at Jerusalem may tend to show that there was a growing

emphasis placed upon the judicial functions of the Council. In this

connection it is important to observe that Le Bas et Waddington {Inscr.

Ill, n. 1 221) mention the /iovXcvraC and the o-uvcSpot as two distinct

classes of officers. While, from the beginning of the first century

B.C. o-wt'Spiov seems to be the usual name for the Council at Jerusalem,

yet it is not the only name by which it was designated. It was also

called the yepouo-ta and the fiovX-i].

The term ycpova-ia occurs only once in the New Testament (Acts

5:21), and there has been much difference of opinion as to its meaning

in that passage. The difficulty there arises from the fact that both

orwcSpiov and yepovcTta are used, connected by KaL Either one of

these words, if occurring by itself, would be readily understood as

referring to the Sanhedrin. As it is, however, commentators are unable

to agree as to its meaning here. Some of the passages already quoted

under ycpovo-ta may afford some light on its meaning in Acts, which

reads: to aweSpiov koI nacrav ty]v ycpovai'av tu>v vlwv laparjk, A
phrase similar to the latter half of this occurs in Judith 15: 8, 17 ytpovaia

rSiv vluiv ^IcrparjX where it is evidently used as a designation for the

Sanhedrin. A somewhat similar phrase, referring to the Sanhedrin

is found in II Mace. 11:27, rfi yepova-ia rwv 'lovSatwv. These phrases

show that so far as the form of expression in Acts is concerned, yepova-iav

Twv vttov 'la-parjX may denote the Sanhedrin. Meyer, Stier, Alford

and others regard yepovaia, in Acts, as a more general term than

o-we'Sptov, and include under it elders who were not members of the

Sanhedrin. Lumby, in the "Cambridge Bible" series, takes a-wiSpiov

as referring to another and smaller council than the Sanhedrin. Wendt

takes both words as denoting the same council, with the tat as an
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explicative, Schiirer thinks that both words certainly refer to the same
body, and that either Kai is to be taken as an explicative, or that the

author of the Acts was mistaken in supposing that o-uvc'Spiov was a

less comprehensive term than ytpovaia. He inclines to accept the

latter view.

Inasmuch as it has been shown that o-uveSptov was, at this time,

the name commonly used to designate the Sanhedrin, and that yepovo-ux,

in almost the same phraseology as that used in the New Testament,

was used to denote the Sanhedrin, there seems to be a high degree of

probability in favor of the view that both terms denote the Sanhedrin

in Acts. In addition to the above statement regarding the yepovo-ia

it is seen in the inscriptions (1410
: 7 ; 141 1 : 2) that it was used to denote

the governmental body of a city as late as the beginning of the third

century a.d.

As respects the term awihpiov it is found only once in the inscrip-

tions (1410:6). For place and date and translation of this inscription

see II. (i). It may there have one of two possible meanings. Either

it was used to denote assembly in the general sense of that term, or

it was used in the technical sense denoting the governmental body of

the city. The former alternative, taking it in the more general sense,

is apparently the correct interpretation.

In the first mention which we have of o-vi/e'Spiov as a name for the

Council at Jerusalem it is with reference to its exercising the functions

of a court of justice, and in later times it is used with increasing fre-

quency to designate a court of justice. In the New Testament it

occurs twenty-two times, and, in all but three instances, it is used of

the Council at Jerusalem in its exercise of judicial functions. Twice

it is used of the local courts (Matt. 10:17; Mark 13:9), and once it

occurs with the meaning of a session or a meeting of the Sanhedrin

(John 11:47).

Notwithstanding this almost uniform usage of the New Testament

it is seen that Josephus uses all three terms, PovXrj, yepova-ia, and
(TwiSptov to denote the Sanhedrin. Under the term /SovXt^ he refers

to it in (l) B. J., II, XV, 6: ^at /u.craTrcfii/'a/x.evos tovs tc ap)(i€p€i<:

Koi TT]v ^ouXt/v. Here, Florus, the Roman procurator at Jerusalem,

sent for the priests and the ^ovX-q to arrange terms of peace. (2) B. J.,

II, xvi. 2 : €v6a Koi lovSaj'toi/ ot re a.p)(Lep€is a-jxa Toi? Swarots /cat 17

PovXr) Traprjv Se^iovfxivr] tov fiacrtXia. On this Occasion the chief priests,

together with the men of power, and the fiovXrj came to meet

King Agrippa and Neopolitanus, a Roman envoy, to present to them
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their grievances against Florus. (3) In B. J., II, xiv. i, the local courts

are referred to under the term fiovXrj. In B. J., II, xvii. i, the term

/SovXeuTtti is used with reference to the Sanhedrin. (4) In B. J., V,

xiii, I, the ypa/x/tareus of the fiovXr] was put to death by Simon during

the war with Rome. This has an additional interest for us in the fact

that it shows the existence of the office of ypafi/iartv; of the /SouXi^ in

Jerusalem.

The term yepovaia occurs, at least, three times in Josephus: Ant.,

IV, viii. 16: OLL a.p)(al Ttov TToXewv . . . . ,
kol ^ ycpovaCa .... 01

upu% KoX 01 Aemrai koX rj yepovcrta t^s ttoXccds iKcivrj<;. This passage

States that if a murder had been committed, and the murderer

could not be found, that the apxat and the yepovo-ta of the nearest

adjoining cities or towns were required to measure the distance, from

where the murdered man was found, to these cities, and the one nearest

to where the murdered man lay was then required to perform the follow-

ing rite: The iepeh, the Acmrai and the yepovaia were to wash their

hands over the head of a slain heifer, and publicly proclaim them-

selves innocent of the blood of the dead man. From this it appears

that each city had a yepovo-ta, and that the ycpoucna in these cities

had to deal with judicial matters, and with religious rites. In this

instance the yepovcrta is represented as co-operating with other officers

in trying to determine who was responsible for the murder, but it is

not, strictly speaking, acting in a judicial capacity. In Ant. XII,

iii, 3, Antiochus is calling attention to the good-will shown to him by

the Jews, who with their ycpovata came out to meet him. The para-

graph in Ant., XIII, v. 8 is of special interest to us in this discussion

inasmuch as the ^ovXtj of Rome, the yepovaua of Jerusalem, and the

yepovaia of Sparta are all mentioned. Two envoys {irpecr^evTaC),

members of the yepova-Ca of Jerusalem, were sent to Rome in 144 B.C.

to renew a treaty made under Onias I, and they were to go on a similar

errand to Sparta. At Rome these envoys were received by the (SovXrj,

and at Sparta by the yepov<ria. All three of these bodies, the /SovAi?

of Rome, the yepovaia of Sparta and the yepovaia of Jerusalem are

represented as acting in a political capacity, each having authority

to arrange treaties for their respective cities. The sending of this

embassy took place about a century before there is any explicit mention

of a avviSpiov at Jerusalem, or more accurately, before the Council

at Jerusalem is called by that name. At that time yepovaia was the

common name for the Council at Jerusalem, and Josephus in describing

the event may be using the terms which were used in 144 B.C.
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Josephus also refers to the Sanhedrin under the term a-vviSpiov:

Ant., XIV, ix. 3-5, «i A*^ irpoTtpov KaroKpiOiiri tovto waOetv vwo tov

a-vveSpLov. The authority to pass the sentence of death is here ascribed

to the <Twi8piov of Jerusalem. In the two paragraphs following this

one the word <rwc'8ptov occurs eight times denoting the Sanhedrin of

Jerusalem, and once the plural is used with reference to the members
of the Sanhedrin. In Ant., XV, vi, 2, it is implied that the <rvvc'Sptov

at Jerusalem had authority to pass sentence of death upon a criminal.

In Ant., XX, ix, i, the word (rwiSpiov occurs twice, with reference to

its passing sentence of death upon James the Just. But it appears

that this sentence could not be executed without the consent of the

Roman procurator, Albinus, and it happened on this occasion that

Albinus revoked the sentence of death passed by the <rvviBpiov of

Jerusalem.

In Josephus, as well as in the New Testament, the term (rwiSpiov

denotes the Sanhedrin acting in a judicial capacity, and never as a

legislative or civic body. This coincidence is all the more remarkable

inasmuch as Josephus uses other terms, ftovkr] and yipovaCa to denote

the Sanhedrin exercising political or governmental functions. This

investigation tends to show that the term awiZpiov as it was employed

in the New Testament period to designate the council at Jerusalem,

was used with reference to it as a judicial body, and that when this

council was referred to as exercising civic or governmental functions

it was commonly called the ^ovXri or the ytpovata. It seems to be

highly probable that from about the middle of the first century B.C.

the name a-weSpLov became the common designation for the council

at Jerusalem, but the earlier name, ycpou<ria, still survived side by
side with the new, with perhaps a more distinct reference to its legislative

functions.
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III. 5T]fJlOS

The word 8rjfio<; is found in sixteen of the Macedonian inscriptions,

and in these it occurs thirty-seven times, or including five restorations

by the editor, forty-two times. The following table gives a list of the

inscriptions containing Brjfj.o<;, the name of the city to which each

belongs, and their respective dates. In some instances the dates are

given only approximately, as the exact date cannot always be ascer-

tained. Further investigation may also change some of the dates

which are here accepted.

No. of

Inscription
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1. The 8^/Mos was the highest political authority in city or state.

In 255:10-14 the action of the ^ovXrj on this occasion seems to have

had the force of a motion or a proposition, according to modern ter-

minology. It was introduced at a meeting of the 8*7^0? in the form of

a resolution, and carried with it the recommendation of the ^ovXrj, but

it did not become an authoritative decree until the 8^/xos had voted

upon it.

2. The hrjfjio'i had authority to pass decrees honoring benefactors

of the city (671 : 12-19).

3. At Thessalonica the 8^/tos chose the place where the statue

was to be erected (671:38-41).

4. The 8^/aos at Thasos (in 411 B.C.) had authority to grant exemp-

tion from taxation (1369: 1-2), and to punish by exile (1369:5). These

decrees of the S^/u,os were repealed by the oligarchy in 411 B.C., but the

supremacy of this revolutionary body was of short duration. Reference

is here made to the 8^/ios which was in Thasos before the oligarchy

was established, and not to the 8^/ux)s appointed by the oligarchical

fiovXy],

5. The 8rjfio<i at Amphipolis and Ocra erected monuments in honor

of their benefactors, at their own expense (927:4; 1080:2; 1085:1).

6. The 8^/xos of Thasos exercised both judicial and legislative

functions (1369).

The only suggestion as to how the Srjfio<; was appointed is to be

found in Thasos (1369 ), where it appears that the (SovXri was to make out

a list of those who should be permitted to take the oath as members

of the 8^/Aos. Inasmuch as this took place during the revolution of

the oligarchy it cannot be assumed that this was the regular order of

procedure. It is seen, however, that the 8^/aos is always associated

with some city of which it is the highest governing body, and with

respect to the /SovAt/ they sustained the same relation to each other

in matters of government as the ^ovX-j and the 8^/xos of Athens did

to each other. In Athens it is a well-known fact that the 8^/xos included

practically all the citizens of the place. Every adult Athenian was

entitled to attend, and formed part of the body, as in a New England

town meeting (cf. Gilbert, Greek Const. Ant., pp. 285-90). The SjJ/xos

of the Macedonian cities was in all probability made up in this way.

The citizens thus legislated for themselves, and were not a representative

body.

From the usage of the term 8^/aos in the inscriptions certain facts

are obtained which have a bearing upon the meaning and usage of
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this term in the New Testament. It occurs four times in the New
Testament (Acts 12:22; 17:5; 19:30,33). In Acts 12:22 it pertains

to the city of Caesarea in Palestine; in 17:5 to Thessalonica in Mace-

donia; and in 19:30, ^$ to Ephesus in Asia Minor. The Macedonian

inscriptions show that the cities of Macedonia were generally governed

by a body called 6 8^/xos, Reference is made in No. 365 to the S^/xos

of Thessalonica. Ephesus not being a Macedonian city is not mentioned

here, but there are other inscriptions which make mention of a /SouXiy

and a S^/ios in Ephesus. Not only do the inscriptions show that a

political body called the S^ftos existed in Thessalonica and Ephesus,

but they also afford some light as to some of the ofl&cers mentioned in

the New Testament.

The politarchs are associated with the high priest in such a way as to

suggest that they were colleagues, but that the high priest was in some

manner their superior officer. The statement is made (365) that certain

things were done for the fiovXrj and the 8rjfio<i by the politarchs vepl tov

dpxiept'a. Both the politarchs and the high priest were subordinate,

or subject to the authority of the S^fi.<K. They were both officers of

the city.

The accusation against Paul and Silas in Thessalonica was political.

They had violated certain civic laws and so were answerable to the city

for their conduct. The intention seems to have been to bring them to

the S^/xos for judgment, but failing to find Paul and Silas, they arrested

Jason, together with some of the brethren, for having given shelter to

Paul and Silas. Jason was brought to the politarchs for trial. Evi-

dently it was to the politarchs as public officers under the S^/xos that

Jason was summoned. They were judicial officers of the S^ftoc, that

is of the &V/XOS as a political body. There seems to be a strong proba-

bility that the term S^/ios in Acts 17:5 has its technical meaning denoting

a governmental body.

In favor of the technical meaning in Acts 19:30, 33 it is seen from

the inscriptions: (i) that one of the regular places of meeting for the

8rjfio^ was the theater (with Acts 19:29 cf. CIAy II, 378, 381, 392,

403, 408, 435, 439, 454, 468, 471); (2) that all matters of interest to

the city were to be disposed of, either at a regular session of the Srjfxo^

or at a meeting specially called, in case of emergency (cf. Gilbert,

Greek Const. Ant., pp. 285-87); therefore the purpose for which the

^^l.o^i is assembled on any occasion was legislative or judicial; (3) the

usual name for an assembly of the S^/ao? was iKKkrjcrui (198, 255, 671).

The meeting of the ^fJ.o^ in Ephesus is designated as an ckkA>;o-mi,
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but by implication an unlawful iKKXrjaui (Acts 19:32, 39, 41). In this

case we must understand that it was an inegular meeting of the S^/xo?,

not convened in any regular order.

Most of the reasons given for interpreting 8^/xos in a technical sense

in Acts, chaps. 17 and 19 would apply to its usage in Acts 12:22. The

data furnished by the inscriptions tend to confirm the interpretation

of 8rjiwi in Acts as a technical term denoting a political body.
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(i) 128

'HpaKXtSv/s 'AaKXrjTnd-

Sov Upcb's Ti}s Oeov

Kara 8t[aJ^>7[K7;]v €k-

i\cv(T€V.

The whole of this inscription is extant and is here transcribed. It

was found in Janitza (U^XXr]), The date is not known, but there is

nothing in the inscription itself to suggest a late date.

The priest of the goddess provided Kara Sui^r/KT/v for something

to be done. In many of the Macedonian monumental inscriptions

the object of the verb is omitted when that object is the tomb or monu-

ment on which the inscription is written. It is more frequently omitted

than mentioned in such cases. In the above inscription the object

of the verb if stated would be some word or words concerning the erection

of the monument. There is no express mention here of the disposition

of property, though the natural inference is that when the testator

commanded that certain things should be done that he provided the

money necessary for doing it.

(2) 258

K(at) <^tA(ovos Tov KovcDvos TTOL-qaafitvov Xoyous irep{l) M. OvcTiov ^l\w

vos Toii 6eiov K(ai) TrpocravyciAavTOS on K^al) Trpia{r)v) rrjv kavrov iraTpiiha)

€T£t')U.7;o-£ /xcyoAws K(ai) TtXtvTuiv ouSe r»}s Kara t/;v fiovXrjv Te(i)/u,^s Tjfj.eXr]-

(Tcv, aXX' a<^^K€v avrrj Kara. SLadrJK-qv A : ac^: i(j>' u) ex twv kut iviavTov

i$ avT(i)v ytLVOfxivdiV tokwv rjjxipav dyovau Ovcttiou BcoAavov copracrt/AOV cv-

to)(rJTaL Trj npo BcKaTtaadpiDV KaXavBwv Noe^t/Sptwi', tbo^tv Tij PovXrj rqv tov

dvSpos crejxvQTiqTa K((tt) fiovXrjanv aTroBi^aadat ctti tc rais vtt' avTOv Kara rrjv

BiaO-^K-qv yeypa/ut/xcVuis alpiixedLv to rapyvpiov Xa(3e.tv Kat /car' ivuivTov ayeiv

Tr]V TOV Ovf.TTLOV BcoXttVOl) lopTddLjXOV €K TtuV TOKWV rjp.€paV Kai p.r]Tt TOV

7rpoytypap.fx.(.vov Kt<^aXaiov diravaXicTKUv ti eis €Ttpav •)(ptLav p-fjTi tov kot

cviavTov ytvofxivov tokov, dAA' ws o 8ovs $iAwv rjBtXrjacv, to Tcipyv/aiov

Tjpidp.TqaaT0 Koi -napiXafitv 6 ctti/xcXt^t^s twv t^s {3ovXri<; 8r]vapLwv AovKtos

AovKpiyTios IIovSt;?.

' For a thorough discussion of the term diaO^K-n see F. O. Norton, Lcxkographical

and Historical Study of ota^ij/cij.
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The whole of this inscription is extant, and from I. 7 to the end is

here transcribed. For the place and date of this inscription see I. (6),

where a translation is also given of 11. 9-26.

A longer portion of this inscription is here transcribed because it is

the best example of a BiadrJKrj found in the Macedonian inscriptions,

and its importance is enhanced by the fact that it comes so near to

the time when the books of the Xew Testament were written. From
it we learn that a certain man when dying left to the ^ovXy, Kara Stad-r^Krjv,

1,500 denarii, on the condition that from the accruing interest an
annual festival was to be conducted at a stated time. The (SovXy

voted to accept the money on the conditions named in the SiaO^K-q,

and to use it only as directed by the testator. Express mention is

made (1. 10) of the death of the testator, which is rather unusual,

although it is always assumed that the SiadrJKr] becomes efifective only
on the death of the testator. It is seen that at this time a man could

dispose of a part, at least, of his property to some person or persons
apart from his heir. Property might be transmitted by means of a
SMdrJKT]. This bequest to the /SovXrj was conditional, and could be
used by the f^ovXij only by carr>'ing out the conditions named in the
8ui6T]Krj. A similar transaction, so far as the city is concerned, takes

place today when a city accepts a gift from Andrew Carnegie agreeing

to fulfil the conditions attaching to the gift. The transaction between
the /JovAt? and the testator was not mutual. The testator took the

initiative, named the recipient or beneficiary, and the conditions attach-

ing to it, and his terms were authoritative.

(3) 281

Ta T€-

Kva Ti(y8€pu)s) KAavStos UpoKKo^, Ma|t/x-

os KAavStos Koi AlXia

6 UpoKXa 17 (TvfJ.jiLO<i Kara SiaOr/-

KttS,

Only a part of this inscription is extant, and only that portion of

it is transcribed which contains the term SiaOrJKrj. It was found in a

church in Mpeloboditsa which lies between Prilapos and Stobos. The
date is not known, but the Latin names indicate that it belongs to the

Roman period.

It is said in the inscription that, "Tiberius Claudius Phortius, having
done duty as a soldier in a praetorium, his children, Tiberius Claudius
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Proclus, Maximus Claudius and Ailia Procla his wife erected [this

monument,] Kara Sta^T/Kas."

This is a monumental rather than a testamentary inscription.

The purpose of the inscription is to record the fact that the children

of the deceased had erected a monument to the memory of their father

who had been a soldier, but they did this in accordance with the com-

mands of their father as expressed in his BuiOrJKrj. The matter of

erecting a monument to the deceased does not seem, in this case, to

have been left to the discretion of his heirs, but was made obligatory

upon them, by the testator in his SuidjJKr). The mention of the ^lad^^Krj

is then incidental to the main purpose of this inscription, and is not

a statement regarding the iiadrJKr) as such.

The two sons and a son's wife are recorded as having erected the

monument. They were in all probability his heirs, although nothing

is said about the disposition of property. That would be aside from

the purpose of the inscription. The plural number of BiaOrjKt], which

occurs in 1. 6, does not seem to differ in its meaning from the singular.

The two forms seem to be used interchangeably. That there was at

one time a difference between the singular number of 8i.a$TJK^ and

the plural number of it is altogether probable, but that difference is

not apparent in any of these inscriptions.

(4) 348

*IovXios (tai) 0i;iyovo?

Uotrkiio 4>pov-

TtV- Tw irarpw-

ui Kara tov ^[ttovj 6/>-

e Kiafiov r^s Sia^T;-

icrj<; TOV ^uifi.ov

lKTL<TaV KaX TO 6iZ-

a avTiS iiroirjaav.

The whole of this inscription is extant, and is transcribed. It was

found in the house of Chrestos Sabba in Achrida, which lies to the north

of the earlier town of Lychnidus, which was the chief town of the

Dasaretae in Illyricum. The Roman names occurring in it indicate

that it belongs to the Roman period. It reads as follows: "Julius and

Theigonus for Poplius Frontinus their father built the altar and

performed the sacred rites according to the divine adjuration of the
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The purpose of the inscription seems to be to record the fact that the

sons have fulfilled their obligation to their deceased father, in accordance

with the solemn injunction imposed upon them in the BiaOrJKr]. These

commands enjoined by the testator upon his heirs seem to have

authority, and are in all probability conditions which they must fulfil

before they can enter upon the inheritance, as in the case of the property

left to the /3ovX^ of Tzepikobon. They have the force of an authori-

tative command, and were not to be lightly disregarded by the son or

heir. This inscription tends to show that the sons were expected and

required to maintain the religious duties of the deceased parent, and

that a man might make provision in his BiaOi^Kr] for the perpetuation

of the obligations resting upon his family.

(5) 369

6 « 8iaOr]KU)v E/3Cwt[ov

Only a part of this inscription is extant, in a very fragmentary

condition. For a description of it, and for its place and date see under

I. (7) where an inscription referring to the same time and event is

described, or, more accurately perhaps, they are both copies of the same

original. See Jour. Hell. Stt^ies, VIII, 1887, 362.

Although the details of this transaction cannot be obtained, yet

it is reasonably certain that a bequest was made in favor of the city of

Thessalonica, for the establishing of certain games. The preposition

€K occurs here before BiaOrjKwv, instead of the more usual construction

of Kara with the accusative, but apparently with little difference in

meaning.

The word BulOt^kt] occurs in five of these inscriptions, in one of

which it is found twice. These inscriptions in which BiadrJKrj occurs

either relate to the duties of children to their deceased parents, or have

reference to bequests made to some city, and so have a public interest.

They were not intended to set forth the SiaOijKr} itself, or even to describe

it as such. They afford, however, considerable indirect evidence as

to the character of the SLaOrJKrj.

There is only one explicit reference to the disposition of property

(258), and in that case mention of the bequest is made subordinate to

the purpose for which it was given. The main feature of the BiaOyJKrj,

as here presented, is that it gives to the children or legatees certain

specific and binding commands which they are required to fulfil. It

has been seen that the children were solemnly adjured in the SiaOrjKr]
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to perform the sacred rites to their deceased father. I am uncertain

whether this expression implies that these rites were observed by the

sons as worship to their father, or whether it means that they per-

formed the rites for their father, in his interest. In two instances

it is the city which is placed under obligation to carry out the wishes

of the testator. There seems to be a strong probability that these

injunctions had in every case a religious significance, and had to do

with the perpetuation of the family life. The most noticeable feature

of the SiaOrjKr] as it appears in the Macedonian inscriptions is that it

always contains certain injunctions or commands which are to be exe-

cuted after the decease of the person who gave them, and that these

requirements are imposed without consulting the persons who are to

execute them.

The discussion of the diflSicult question as to what sense or senses

the word bears in the New Testament lies outside the scope of this

paper. It must suffice to remark concerning the StadT^K-q of these

inscriptions:

1. That it is testamentary rather than contractual. It is not a

mutual compact to which both parties give assent, mutually contracting

to do certain things, but the act of one person giving charges to another,

or bestowing property on another, or both of these. The initiative

is always taken by the one person.

2. The thing enjoined in the StaOrJKrj is apparently always to be

executed after the decease of the testator. His death is seldom explicitly

mentioned, but is always assumed as the terminus a quo of the enjoined

act.

3. When property is bequeathed it may be accompanied by a charge

to be fulfilled, and in such a way that the commission must be accepted

in order to obtain the property (25S). It is not clear that these injunc-

tions always have a relation to the obtaining of a bequest. The injunc-

tions laid upon children of the testator seem to be imperative, but

perhaps in all these cases some property is left to the sons.

4. The usage of the term BiaOi^Kr) in the inscriptions is similar to

its usage in the Old and the New Testaments in that the initiative is

always taken by one person. In the scriptures it is God who takes

the initiative, and in the inscriptions it is the testator. In both there

is some disposition made. It is also similar in that, in both, certain

duties are enjoined upon the children or heirs. The one making the

Ziad-qKr) always assumes the right to command, and to withhold his

bequest if the conditions attached to it are not fulfilled.
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V. Sd-yHia

(i) I

6 Kara To Soy/io t^s (iov\rj<;

For place and date, and translation of the inscription from which

this phrase is transcribed see I. (i). According to this inscription an

enrolment of the names of those who had become €^17/801 during a

certain year was made by a 8oy/xa of the (SovXrj. The term 8oy/xa is

here used in a technical sense, and denotes an official decree.

(2) 217

—firjSk Soy-

fc>s Twv Srjfioaiwv,

'Eav 8e T17 .

40 Tro\€irdpxD '<«t Soy/xa

Br)fJi6(na,

45 TovTo TO 8oy/un «-

80$^ T<Z SteVovTi

Trjv €7rap-

XLav louvioi Pov</)tVu» 810

All of this inscription is extant except the last four lines, of which

only a word or two remain, but the extant portion is badly mutilated.

Only the immediate contexts in which the word Soy/xa occurs are tran-

scribed. It was found in Idranitzi, and belongs to Orestis, which lies

about one hundred miles to the west of Thessalonica. Sakellarios

who first published it assigns it to the reign of Hadrian (i 17-138 a.d.).

It is a decree passed by the iroXiTat and the iroXiTdpxrj^ regarding

the right of possession to certain lands, "concerning which those who
hold them in possession formerly made a compact giving them up and

handing them over to the state; but now the more powerful men of

the eparchy are driving out by violence the poor, which is not lawful

for them" (11. 9-18). The decree provides that the land shall remain

in the possession of the Orestae to whom it formerly belonged, and that
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"the politarch holding office for the year shall have charge of these

things, to cast out and to hinder those using violence" (11. 34-39)-

Beginning at the middle of 1. 45 it reads: "this Soyfm was decreed by

Junius Rufinus who is filling the office of eparch."

This Soy/ta is an authoritative protest on the part of the people

against certain acts of injustice which deprived them of their lands.

It discloses the fact that the citizens had a right to legislate for them-

selves; the government was not in the hands of an aristocracy. LI. 39-

44 seem to provide against a decree which shall annul or in any way set

aside the decree passed by the politarch and the citizens.

(3) 258

3 86yfx(a)To<i av(^a.)ypa<f>rj rrj la tov Aat(riou fxtjvo^

The whole of this inscription is extant, and the phrase containing

the word Boy/xa is transcribed. For place and date of this inscription,

and a translation of a portion of it see under I. (6).

The line transcribed above relates that the 8oy/ia was inscribed on

the eleventh of the month Daisios in the year 243. By this Soy/xa of

the fiovXy a bequest to the city was accepted. The term Boyfia is

here employed in its ordinary technical meaning, denoting an official

decree.

(4) 398

4 ovK iifivyov 8k 86yfia to

TOiai /UtTOtS

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the clause contain-

ing the term Boyfia is transcribed. It was found in the modern town of

KaAAt-KouAt, but where and when it was first written does not seem

to be known. It reads thus: "My parents called me Droson, always

rejoicing with gentle heart, but I knew a short light of life, and escaped

not the decree of the fates, and I passed seventeen years of life, but now

I lie in Hades sharing neither good nor evil."

Generically the term Boyixa seems to have the same usage here as

in the other inscriptions, but whereas in those it denotes the authorita-

tive decree of a governmental body, it here denotes a decree of the fates,

which is absolute and binding.

The term Boyfm is found in four of the Macedonian inscriptions,

and occurs six times in all. Twice it is used of a decree of the /iovky

(i, 258); once of a decree by the iroXlTai and the TroAiTapx'?? (217);
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twice with reference to a decree by an individual acting in an official

capacity (217: 28-32; 39-41) and once it is used of a decree by the fates.

The usage of the term So'y/ui in the inscriptions is parallel to that

of the New Testament, in which it occurs five times, four times in the

plural number (Acts 16:4; 17:7; Eph. 2:15; Col. 2:14), and once

in the singular (Luke 2:1). In Luke 2:1 and Acts 17:7 the 8oy/x,a is

issued by an individual, a ruler. In Acts 16:4 the decrees (Soy/wTa)

are from the apostles and elders together with the whole church at

Jerusalem. Their action on this occasion is regarded by the writer

of the Acts as an authoritative utterance. A position of authority

over other Christians was ascribed to the leaders and the church at

Jerusalem. Specifically it is different from the authority attributed

to the fiovXr] of a Greek city, but generically, the authority ascribed to

the 8oy/xa is the same in both instances.

In Eph. 2: 15 the statutes referred to are those found in the Mosaic
law, which were currently regarded as coming from God through Moses,
and as possessing divine authority. When reference is made to the

decrees or statutes of the Mosaic code the plural denotes a group or

body of statutes, but when the reference is to the decrees of the elders

and apostles it denotes the several commands issued by them.

It appears then that underlying the usage of this term, both in the

inscriptions and in the scriptures, there is the idea of an authoritative

utterance. It is also a matter of interest to know that Soy/ia was not

used of decrees made by the Athenian iKKX-qaia. They were called
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VI. 80K€«i>

198

2 "ESo^er rrj BovXrj koI tw 8rjiiu>

6 [*]''''* tfiOpOV SoKCl TaTTCtV TOV S^/lOV OUT-

IKJa ^oXa,

18 ciiretv §€ IlepSticKa on SoKcft BiKa-

2 2 'ESo^cv T17 /SovAjJ KOI Tw S17/M.-

48 o Ti[ av 80-

ic]g [o^ijov e?i/at irtpl Mc^cwaiwv,

56 *ESa-

^€V Tij] fiovXrj KoX [t]<P [8]i;/x[ai]

199

c c8o^e T)^ (iovXrj koI tuI

hrffua ....
217

24 cSo^e Tw T£ ToXctTopxs

Kol ToTs TToXetTais 6fioyvit)fi.ovov-

OTf
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258

16 iho^ev Tg povXrj

rrp^ Tov av8p6i (TtfivoTjjra 'c(ai) l3ovKrj(ri.v

aTroSi$a(T$ai

fK T^S 8oK0V<nfi

Ta\a ri/uac vXrp

671

I *E8o^€v Trji /JovX^i Kal rZi Biq/jluk'

6 SeSd^^Au

20 "ESo^ev T^i ^ovXfjt, Kal 8rjfi.(Di.'

27 8cSd;(dai T^i fiovXiji

SoVVai TOTTOV iii

pfXriiTTOv Kal TOic ^cSoyfiri^ic aKoXovdto^ 8ui-

70 AcyoTO? Kai BovAwvo?' 3c8d;^dai T^t /SovXei*

77 T^i dvadeVci T^s ciKovoc ov av [towov^

Sd[^T;iJ Tot? /SovXcvTats.

675

36 Ai' o S<Sd;(dai ArjToiiov rrji ^ovXrji koX twi S17-

/u.<i>t

742

22 .... eav d/A]<^OTcp(K; SoKg

829

65 .... Aoxei 8c fioi

69 Tovro e/iot 8oKei Trji dya^s ''"^XV* '^Py^v itvcu.

77 ^vfi^ifirjKi Toivw ra Sokovvtu Tr}<;

Kiifiiji Tovri/? 7rAcovc*cTT;/iaTa
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847

1 *ESo^cv TO) 8i;/u,a)

976

2 [*Ej8o^o'Cv rfjt /3[o]u[X^iJ Koi tol Srjfioi,
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some body, or individual, having the right, by virtue of his office, to

issue such decrees.

These official acts or decrees may come from: (i) the ^ovKrj and

the SJjtKK (198:3, 6, 18, 48, 56); (2) the fhvXrj (255:12); (3) the 8^/tos

(847:1); (4) the noXcTapxri^ and the TroXTrai (217:24); (5) an individual

ruler (217:45).

Of the three distinct usages in the inscriptions each has a parallel

in the New Testament. Generically, the usage of SoKt'o) in Acts 15:22,

25, 28 is the same as that mentioned in No. i above. That an expres-

sion of so technical and legal a character should be used in the Acts

passage is of interest in indicating the attitude of authority which the

leaders of the church at Jerusalem assumed, or which the author of the

Acts supposed them to take. Yet it would doubtless be overpressing

this to make an exact equivalence between their authority and that

of the ^ov\r) of a Greek city. Nevertheless, it does indicate, in the view

of the writer of the Acts, that the church at Jerusalem had assumed an

attitude of authority over the gentile Christians outside of Jerusalem.

A usage parallel to No. 2 is found in Acts 25: 27.

In Gal. 2:9; Mark 10:42 the word occurs with the meaning of

"to be reputed" or "esteemed" as in No. 3 above.

It thus appears that of the usages found in the inscriptions all are

paralleled in the New Testament, but that the proportion of usages

is very different. A usage occurring but three times out of sixty-two

instances in the New Testament appears in the inscriptions twenty-

eight out of thirty-two occurrences of the word. What might seem

from the New Testament to be an exceptional usage is shown by the

inscriptions not to be so at all. The difference in frequency is the natural

result of the difference in the character of the literature.
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VII. cKKX-qo-ia

(i) 671

StaXeycvTos axoXovdoi^ tois i^i}<^iafjiivois,

All of this inscription is extant. For a translation and description

of it, and for its place and date see I. A. (9).

On this occasion the envoy (Tr/aca/JeuTi/s) from Delos was received

by the iKKkrja-ia of Thessalonica. The ckkXt/o-ui mentioned here was

composed of the ^ovXrj and the 8^/aos, and was a political body having

authority to legislate for the city to which it belonged.

(2) 889

2 opKt^o) ovv TYjv €v\oyr}/xtvr]v Trj<;

A/x<^«roAiTa)i/ dyi'as iKK\rjcn.a^ iTruTKOirrjv

The whole of this monumental inscription is extant. Only that

portion of it is transcribed which is immediately concerned with the

fKKXr)<TLa. It belongs to Amphipolis (1. 4). From the reference in

it to the Trinity (11. 3, 5) it is evidently a Christian inscription, but its

exact date has not been ascertained. The translation of the whole of

it is here given: "Having lived the common human life with grace

and dignity, continually having made supplication to receive the hope

of eternal life from the great and life-giving immaculate Trinity, I

Liccon lie here. Therefore I adjure the blessed episcopate of the holy

church of Amphipolis and the highly favored clergy by Father, by Son,

and by Holy Spirit not to consent that any other person, in the future,

be buried in this my burial-place."

The term iKKkrja-La here denotes the church. This usage is the

one generally found in the New Testament, but rarely in the inscriptions.

In this case it is implied that the iKKXrjdLa has some authority over the

burial-place, that it has power to grant or to withhold permission for

burial in certain places.

Both of the usages found in the inscriptions for the term iKKXrjaia

occur in the New Testament in widely different proportions. In one

hundred and eleven occurrences of the word it is used one hundred and

eight times with an ecclesiastical meaning, and only three times with
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the technical meaning, denoting a political body. In Acts 19:39 the

word iKK\r](Tia is used with reference to a body having authority to

exercise judicial functions, and is referred to as an iKKk-qaCa. Iwo/xos,

that is, having legal authority and conducting its business within the

requirements of the law. This iKKXrja-La two{xo<i is mentioned in

contrast to the iKKX-qaCa then assembled in the theater at Ephesus

(Acts 19:32, 41), which was neither an iKKKrjaCa KvpCa, nor an iKKkrja-La

avyKXrjTo^. That is, it was not one of the ordinary meetings of the

iKKX-qata, nor a specially called meeting, and so the ypa/A/Aarcus regarded

it as an inKXijaui which had not conformed to the legal requirements

for such an assembly. The people had assembled in the theater without

being convened by any formal call, and disorder prevailed in the meeting.

In Acts 19:32, 41 the word iKKXri<TLa denotes a political body, but

implies that it was irregular in its proceedings, while in Acts 19:39
the reference is to the tKKXrja-ui in its regular order of procedure. It

is used with the technical meaning in both cases. Kennedy says,

"In the New Testament the usage of the LXX determined the sense

of the word, which is = the public gathering of Christians viewed

externally as met for a common purpose, or organized with a common
aim, or viewed from an inward standpoint as a spiritual corporation"

(Sources of N.T. Greek, p. 99). To this classification of the usage of

(KKXr}<Tui in the New Testament its usage in Acts 19:32, 39, 41 forms an

important exception. The usage in this passage is not derived from

the LXX, but from the usage common in Greek cities in that period.

Such a usage was current in Ephesus where this event took place.
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VIII. kXt^POVojios

(i) i8o

7 El 8e 6 K\r}pov6fxo? o e/Aos

TrapaTTC/ii/^jj Ti, Swaei

Tw TafiuLU) TrpocTTtfjiov 8r/vdpLa xf/v.

The whole of this inscription is extant, and the last three lines

are here transcribed, containing the term K\r]pov6fj.o^. It belongs to

Thessalonica. Its date has not been ascertained.

According to this inscription a certain woman, Aurelia by name,

built a tomb for herself and her husband, and made this demand upon

her heir: "But if my heir neglect anything he shall pay to the treasurer

a fine of 750 denarii."

It appears that a testator had a right to impose certain obligations

upon the heir, and to fix a certain penalty for the violation of any such

conditions attaching to the inheritance.

(2) 262

26 (^K\r)p)ov6fj.wv fiov

ovoiv ^ Kkr)po(yoiua)

This inscription is found in a badly mutilated condition. The

whole of the left side of it is worn off, so that it is impossible to obtain

any adequate impression of the subject of it. It belongs to Deriopos.

Dimitsas thinks that it should be dated in the later Roman period,

y' .... 8' alS)va fx.. X. (I, 307). Because of the words opviv and fi(Ofi6v

which occur in 11. 13 and 20, and which are associated with heathen forms

of worship, Dimitsas concludes that it was written before the introduc-

tion of Christianity into Deriopos.

If the restorations made above (11. 26-27) be correct, there is mention

made of heirs and of an inheritance, but the context is so imperfect

that no information can be obtained concerning them.

(3) 402

[cvopKt^w rovs KXrjpo-]

VOflOV^ fXOV TTCtV-

Ta? Tous 6cov<i [ejiv
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lO T^v \rp/6v Tavrrp/

irtpov yiri^iv\a koi-J

Only a portion of this inscription is preserved. The lines transcribed

are from the middle of it, and contain the word under consideration.

The inscription was found written upon a sarcophagus outside of the

gate of Thessalonica. The date is not known.

According to this inscription a woman, while li\'ing, erected a temple

and built a tomb for herself, and left the following injunction: "I

adjure my heirs by all the gods not to bury any other body in this tomb."

This is another example in which a solemn injunction is laid upon the

heirs to keep the tomb of the deceased intact.

(4) 412

Et 8e Tts ToX/x7;(r[«]t dvor|[atJ, Sa)(r[£iJ TOi^

5 e/iots KXripovofiOLS Sr^vdpia fivpia.

The whole of this inscription of five lines is extant, and the last

two are transcribed. It belongs to Thessalonica. The exact date is

not known, but from the Latin names (11. 1-2) it apparently belongs

sometime in the B.oman period.

It reads thus: "Aurelia Marcia [built this tomb] for her dearest

husband, the most noble Linius Aelius Nicostratus, from the common
savings, for a memorial. If anyone shall dare to open it he shall pay to

my heirs a thousand denarii."

The exceptional feature of this inscription is that the fine for dis-

turbing the tomb of the deceased is to be paid to the heirs, not to the

treasurer or to the city as was usual at that time. This indicates that

the testator not only had the right to fix the amount of the fine to be

paid for disturbing his tomb, but that he had it within his power to

decide as to who should receive such money.

(5) 1220

cjv eiSbts KkrjpovofJUDV ttjv €TTi\r](Tfioavvr)v

5 Koi KOLVov Oavdrov fivrjfioawov irpof^Xtirwv

The whole of this inscription of eight lines is extant, and 4 and 5 are

here transcribed. It was found in Thasos and belongs to the Roman
period. It reads thus: "Aurelius Philip the son of Philip of Abdera

while living built for himself and for his wife Antonia and for his children
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[a tomb], well knowing the forgetfulness of heirs and foreseeing that

his memory would be left behind by a common death. But if any other

person wish to bury another body he shall pay to the city of Thasos

two thousand denarii, and to the sacred treasurer two thousand denarii

besides."

Whereas in many inscriptions of this kind a clause is inserted pro-

hibiting others from using the tomb of the deceased and adding a penalty

for the violation of this injunction, in this instance permission seems to

be granted to bury another body in the same tomb by paying for the

privilege or right. In the prohibitory clauses the fine is as high as

I,GOG denarii for disturbing the tomb, but here the amount named is

four thousand denarii. It is implied in this inscription that heirs were

often remiss in the performance of their duties in memory of the

deceased.

From these inscriptions it appears that certain obligations might

be laid upon the heirs by the person bequeathing the inheritance, and

that for failure to fulfil these conditions the heirs were subject to a

fine, the amount of which was determined by the testator. Others

also were liable to a fine for any desecration of a tomb. These fines

were payable to the city, the sacred treasurer, or to the heirs as the

testator directed. It seems to be implied, although not explicitly

stated, that the persons on whom an obligation is laid always receive an

inheritance.

In the New Testament the word kAi^/jovo/aos occurs fifteen times,

with the same meaning, generically, as in the inscriptions.

Christians are called ol KXrjpovo/xoL, "heirs of God" (Rom. 8:17),

"heirs of the promise" (Heb. 6:17), "heirs of righteousness" (Heb.

11:7), " heirs of the kingdom " (Jas. 2:5). According to the New Testa-

ment, the basis of heirship is as follows: A son is an heir (Matt. 21:38;

Mark 12:7; Luke 20:14; Heb. 1:2). All children (rcKva) are heirs

(Rom. 8:17). Abraham's seed are heirs (Gal. 3:29). Justification

through the grace of Christ constitutes a man an heir (Tit. 3:7).

The fact that conditions attach to heirship is an element common to

the inscriptions and the New Testament. In the latter every man
might become an heir by complying with the conditions of the promise

given to Abraham. In the inscriptions the one thing most often empha-

sized is the obligation of the Kk-qpovofio^ to fulfil certain conditions

devolving upon him as heir. When Paul insists that only those who
fulfil the conditions of heirship are truly heirs, he is making use of a

well-known principle.
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The objection that God does not die and cannot, therefore, have an

heir, in any true sense of the word, arises from pressing the analogy

too far. The Christian, who is spoken of as an heir, can assume the

responsibilities of an heir and enter upon his inheritance without the

death of God taking place. This is a question not raised by Paul,

and it is a difficulty only to those who would press the comparison

into details which are not pertinent to Paul's use of the term.

The two indispensable elements are: the assumption of certain

responsibilities, and the receiving of an inheritance, on the part of the

heir. These two elements are found both in the New Testament and

in the inscriptions. The most important contribution which the

inscriptions make at this point is in emphasizing the ancient idea of

the right and authority of the person making the bequest to impose

upon the heir certain conditions which he must fulfil.
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IX. kXtjpos

(i) 214

3 TiKTt 8' ivl k\[t^p]ols KepKtiviov.

The whole of this inscription of six lines is extant. It was found at

Aiane, a town in the southern part of Macedonia, midway between

the village of Kozane and the river Haliacmon. Its exact date is not

known.

The first three lines read thus: "Menedemos was the husband of

Hadista, and Bouticos begot her. Aiane concealed her in death, but she

was born in the fields of Circinium. " In 1. 3 the phrase, ivl K\rjpoK,

is to be interpreted, "in the fields." (Cf. Dimitsas, Max., I, 223.)

Liddell and Scott, under the term KXrjpo^, cite Hdt. 9.24 in which the

KkqpoL are called aypot.

(2) 334

KXrjpov

Of this inscription only the fragment transcribed above is preserved.

It was found among the ruins of one of the churches in Achrida, but there

is not enough of the context remaining by which to determine the mean-

ing of K\rjpo<;.

(3) 889

OpKl^CD ovv,

T^v ev\oyr}fitvr)v t^s A/i,<^t7roXiTO)v

dyt'as €KK\7]aias iTTKTKOTnjv

c Koi Tov TavTrj<; $eo<f>L\y Kkrjpov

The whole of this inscription is extant. For its place and date,

and a translation of it see VI. (2).

The author of this inscription solemnly adjures the blessed episcopate

(cTTto-KOTTT^v) of thc holy church of Amphipolis and the KXrjpov beloved

of God not to consent that any other body shall be buried in his tomb.

The meaning of the term KXrjpov which best suits this context is "the

clergy," considered collectively. Examples of such usage are cited by

Sophocles in his Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine periods.
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The cases referred to are all of a late date: Caius 29 B (a.d. 210); Petr.

Alex. 448 B (a.d. 304); Anc. 3 (a.d. 314); Basil IV, 429 B (A.D.379);

Greg. Naz. I. 1091 A (a.d. 390). Until we are able to determine the

exact date of this inscription, it will be necessary to place it not earlier

than the second century a.d., in order to give a sufficient length of

time for the development of the episcopacy in the church. The meaning

of KXrjpo^ in this inscription cannot be used as a proof that it was

employed in this sense when the New Testament books were written.

The usage of K\r}po<i in this passage may, however, reflect an earlier

usage.

In Goodspeed, Index Patrisiicus, the following occurrences of »cX^po?

are given: Tral. 12:3; Bar. 6:6; cit. Rom. 1:2; Mar. 6:2; Diog.

12 :9L; Eph. 11:2; Philad. 5:1. It is also found in Justin Dial 97 :3;

113-3; ^M 35-5, 8; 38.4; Dial gS.s; 104. i.

The word xA^pos occurs eleven times in the New Testament with

the following meanings

:

1. It denotes the lot itself: Matt. 27:35; Mark 15:24; Luke 23:34;

John 19:24; Acts 1:26.

2. It denotes the object assigned or allotted: (a) an allotment

or office, Acts 1:17; (b) a portion or share. Acts 8:21; 26:18; (c) an

inheritance or portion. Col. 1:12 (cf. Isaeus 6:56). In I Pet. 5:3,

Tu>v Kkriptnv should probably be classified under No. 2, but there is a

lack of decisive evidence as to the specific meaning of this expression

in I Peter.

Concerning the term xX^pos the inscriptions, Nos. 214 and 889,

seem to reflect a usage later than the time of the New Testament. In

889 kA^pos has a distinctly ecclesiastical meaning as over against its

legal significance in the New Testament. In the phrase «vi KAiypois

the idea of its being an object assigned or allotted seems to have fallen

into the background, and it is there used as a general designation for

fields. Although in the New Testament /cA^po? is used of various

objects, yet it is always with the idea that they have been allotted or

assigned in a technical or legal sense.
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X. X€iTovp'Y€o), XciTowp^ia

(1) 247

OL XiiTovpyeiTwarav, oi 8i KtKrrjfihfOt, fiovov tow tj;

Trifia\\ofjL€vai<; XciToupytais vrrfvOvvoi faTuxrav riva

TOTTOV crropwaOat tos oSoirs koiv<S Siaray/xaTt eS^/Xwaa

Xcva> Kttt dvTavous (rwreXciv v/xcTv cts Ta dvaXw/xara

5 TO TpiTov (Tvvei.a-(f>€povTa^, 17 8c arvveia-fftopa yiv€(r6<a drro

Twv cv MaxeSovm ovrwi/ dvTavwv cvtu^^citc.

Most of this inscription is preserved, as here transcribed. It is

seen that the upper left hand corner is worn, or broken ofiF. It was

found near Bitolia, in the district of Lyncestis in Macedonia. Dimitsas

thinks that it belongs to the Macedonian era, before the time of the

Roman dominion (Max., I, 272),

The verb XtiTovpyaVojo-av occurs in 1. i, but owing to the fact that

the upper left-hand corner is broken off, it is not known who performed

the services. Dimitsas suggests the following possible restorations for

the beginning of this line: "01 fitv vofioi" ^ "ol fxiv diropoi."

In 1. 2 the dative plural of XurovpyCa occurs.

The services referred to here consisted in the leveling of the ways or

roads. The owners or masters (kcktt/^c'voi) were responsible for these

public services. This tends to show that certain persons in the com-

munity were under obligation to perform such services for the public.

This view is confirmed by a passage in Isaeus (7 :
5) in which three men

possessing large estates were required to Xcirovpyttv for the city. Cf.

Dem. 833:26. Thus the XnTovpyia does not seem always to have

been a matter of voluntary contribution. In some cases, at least, it

appears to have been obligatory.

(2) 1131

2 ayopavofirj(Ta<; koI iv

rai9 dAXat; dp;(ats koI Xciropytai;

iiri<f>av<ai iroXtrevo'dfio'o?

The whole of this inscription is extant, and that portion of it which

contains the word under consideration is here transcribed. It was found

in Thasos, and probably belongs to the Roman period. It reads as
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follows: "Aurelius Herodotus the son of Paranomus twice was chief

of the magistrates, held the office of dyopavo/xo5, and with other offices

and services he distinguished himself as a citizen, living seventy-five

years. Farewell beloved" (11. 1-5).

The AeiTovpytai are referred to here as a part of the means by

which Herodotus gained for himself distinction as a citizen. The

context suggests that the services were voluntary on the part of Hero-

dotus, but there is no indication as to what these services were.

A parallel to the usage of these terms is found in the New Testa-

ment. The verb Xtiroupycw occurs three times, and the noun XurovpyCa

seven times, with the following usages: to denote services rendered

(i) on behalf of the poor at Jerusalem; (2) to the Lord; (3) on behalf

of Paul, in personal ministration to his needs; (4) on behalf of the

people, through the priestly office.

In Rom. 15:27 the service is obligatory. In this passage the idea

of obligation to perform the services seems to be moral rather than

civic or legal as in 247.

In the Scriptures these terms seem to be associated with religious

services, and generally with the priestly function. In the inscriptions

this religious or sacerdotal aspect of the services does not appear.

Generically the terms have the same meaning in the New Testament

as in the inscriptions, but specifically they are used with reference to

different kinds of services. The idea that the AciTovpyi'at are services

rendered on behalf of the people is common to both.
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XI. vdjtos

(i) 349

Mo . (rr;s 6 Tpr]y6pio<; ^TavTrf\v 0(«)w (TKrjvr)v cyctpas tov $c6ypa<^ov vofiov

(6v7) TO. Mrawv CK8i8d(r»cci Trava6<f>u}<i. ^Etcictcdk.

The whole of this inscription is extant and is here transcribed.

It was found in a church in Achrida, Macedonia, and belongs to the

year 13 12 a.d., at which time this church was rebuilt by Gregory.

It reads: "Gregory, ha\dng erected this tabernacle to God, teaches

ail-wisely the nations of the Mysians the divinely written law."

The vd/Aos is described as 6(.6ypa<f>o<:, thus indicating that it is

thought of as a written law and as coming from God. The date of

this inscription is so late that this usage of vd/nos cannot be cited as

evidence for the usage of vd/xos in the first century a.d. It is, however,

interesting to observe that the usage of vdftos which is found here is

the one most common in the New Testament, where, with two excep-

tions, it occurs in the singular number, generally denoting a body of

statutes.

(2) 666

A I fiiv So^etcrat to) deoirrr} nplv ttXouccs.

2 vd/i,ovs (TKtciScis ^\ov iyyeypafifievov^.

The whole of this inscription is extant, except parts of the last

two lines. It was found in a Greek church in Thessalonica, and the

lines transcribed read as follows: "The tablets given aforetime to the

seer had shadowy laws written on them."

The plural, vd/novs, which occurs in 1, 2 denotes individual statutes.

This usage of the term vd/i,os is quite exceptional in the New Testament,

being found only in Heb. 8: 10; 10: 16, out of one hundred and ninety-

five occurrences of the word. There being but two instances of vd/ios

in the inscriptions, we should not be justified in entering into an extended

comparison of the word in the New Testament. As already noted,

the two usages of the inscriptions find a parallel in the New Testament,

one of the two being quite unusual in the New Testament, while the

other is the one most commonly found there.
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XII. TToXlTdpX^S

For an exhaustive treatment of the term Tro\iTdpxr}s see The

Politarchs in Macedonia and Elsewhere, by Ernest DeWitt Burton.

Brief mention will here be made concerning the functions of the

TToXiTapxai, and their relationship to the ^ovXtj or governing body of

the city in which they held office. In the Macedonian inscriptions the

noun noXiTdpxr}<i occurs seven times (217:24, 36, 40; 258:5; 675:2,

48; 738:4), and the verb 7roXtTapx«'<^ ten times (2:2; 248:6; 260:3;

364:1; 365:10; 366:7; 367:13; 368:1; 683:4; 886:4).

In 248 the office of TroAiTapx'?? is mentioned as one of several offices

successively held by a certain man in the city of Lyncestis. This

man held the office of TroAiTci/sx'T? and of ra/Auis at the same time. The

iroXiTapxai are represented as being subject to the command of the

)8ouXt/ and the S^/tos (248, 258, 365, etc.). In Idranizi a Soyfia was

passed by the TroXtrdpx-q'i and the ttoXXtui, and on the same occasion

the voXiTdpxr}<i was enjoined to see that the Soyfw. was enforced (217).

The text is deficient at this point, but it appears as if the TroAirapxi/?

were subject to a double fine (to the imperial treasury and to the city)

if he should in any way attempt to set aside the Sdy/xa which had been

enacted.

It thus appears that the woXiTdpxrjs was an officer of prominence

in the city, and that he exercised both legislative and executive functions.

In Tzepikobon the TroXirdpxai assembled the BovXcvrrjpLov (258:5).

In Lete they introduced the irpoftovXcvfia in the iKKXrjaCa. The
iroXiTdpxat and the treasurer of the city were commanded by the (SovXrj

and the S^/xos to inscribe the decree and erect the stele (675:2, 46).

In 365 the iroXirdpxaL are associated with the dpxi«p<i^s and both are

subject to the command of the ^ovXt^. On this occasion the TroXtrdpxai.

were the officers delegated to see that the decree was executed.

This is of special significance to us because it occurred in Thessalonica

where Jason and the brethren were brought before the TroXiTapx"^

(Acts 17:6-8) who seem to have been acting in a capacity similar to

that of the noXiTdpxai mentioned in the inscriptions. In the inscrip-

tions as in the Acts passage they appear as executive officers, a part of

whose duties was to see that the laws were enforced. It appears then

that the only mention of the iroXiTapxai in the New Testament pertains
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to a Macedonian city, and that they were executive officers subject to

the fiovX'n or governing body of the city. They were responsible for

the maintenance of order and the enforcement of the law in accordance

with the statutes of the city in which they held office. In Thessalonica

they were associated with the apx^pek and probably were subordinate

in authority to him (365).
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XIII. irpaiTwpiov

(i) 281

Tt(/3€piov) KAavSiov ^opTiov, Overpavov

(TTparcvadfievov iv Tr/aaiTwpt'w

For place and date and translation of this inscription see III. (3).

Only a part of it is extant.

It is here asserted that Tiberius Claudius served as a soldier cv

TrpatTtopt'o). The word irpairtapiov is simply a transliteration of the

Latin word praetorium, and is not found in the Greek earlier than the

first century a.d. To understand the meaning of this term in Greek

it may be necessary to consider its usage in Latin. The following are

the various possible meanings which have been assigned to it in the Latin.

1. The tent of a general (Liv. 10:33).

2. The official residence of the governor of a province (TertuU.

ad Scap. §3; Cic. Verr. 2, 4, § 28).

3. Any spacious villa or palace (Plut. Tib. 39; Juv. Sat. i : 75).

4. The camp of the praetorian guard (Pitiscus, Thesaur. anti<j. iii.

174; Tac. Ann. 4. 2).

5. The praetorian guard itself {CIL, 3365).

6. The residence of the emperor at Baiae (cf. Hermes, IV, 102, 1. 2).

In the lines transcribed above (281:2) the term Trpatrwpiov must
come under either No. 4 or 5, as the context seems to exclude the other

meanings. From the Latin inscriptions it is seen that the phrase,

miles in praetorio {CIL, 5777), refers to the soldiers of the praetorian

guard, and militavit in praetorio {CIL, 7328) is precisely analogous

to the expression (TTparivcrafifvov eV irpaiTwpifo. The Latin phrase

means that he served as a soldier in the praetorian guard. There is

then a strong probability that «v irpaiToipC^ refers to the praetorian

guard rather than to the camp.

(2) 282

Tt(/8cpios) KAxiuSto? 'Povc^os Ov-

erpavos «k -rrpaiTw-

piov SpaKovn tw

wSc TUfiia-

5 f^^^V
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The whole of this inscription is extant and is here transcribed. It

was found between Plethar and Troiak and belongs to the same period

as the preceding one. It reads: "Tiberius Claudius Rufus a veteranus

of the praetorium to the serpent which is here honored."

Here again the Latin inscriptions throw light upon the interpreta-

tion of the phrase «« vpairoipiov. The phrase veteranus ex praetorio

occurs six times {CIL, 3365, 5412, 5595, 7596, 10198, 10286). Here it

is used of a veteran of the praetorian guard. Following this analogy

the phrase, « irpatTwpiov^ seems to indicate that Tiberius was a member

of the praetorian guard. It denotes the soldiers themselves, and not

their place of encampment.

This usage of the term in the Latin and in the Macedonian Greek

inscriptions affords some light on a much-disputed passage in the New
Testament.

In Phil, 1 : 13 there has been much controversy as to the meaning

of npaiTwpiov. Meyer and others contend that it refers to the camp

or barracks of the praetorian guard, while Lightfoot, with many others,

maintains that it refers to the praetorian guard itself. While the

inscriptions do not furnish conclusive proof on this question, they

tend to sustain the interpretation of Lightfoot in rendering it "praetorian

guard."

It should be observed as against Meyer in his Commentary on Phil.

(4th ed. of the German) that so far as the word itself is concerned or

its then current usage, it is not impossible that it might be used with

reference to the residence of the emperor. See the edict of Claudius in

the year 46 a.d.

Bais in praetorio edictum

Ti Claudi Caesaris August! Germanici propositum fuit

id quod infra scriptum est.

This edict of Claudius was issued at the town of Baiae " in praetorio,"

that is in the residence or palace of the emperor at Baiae (cf. Mommsen,
Hermes, IV, 102). For the fact that the emperors had villas or palaces

at Baiae consult Varr. R. R.> iii. 17. 9; Seneca Ep. 51; Tac. Ann. xiv. 9.
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XIV. TrpeaPcvo), irpeo-pcia, irpeflrpcvTi^s, 'irp€0"P'OT€pos

A. rrpeafievu)

(1) 248

2 irp€crPevcra<i €is AeX^ovs ctti tov IIv^iov,

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the line containing

the word under consideration is here transcribed. From 1. 7 we ieam
that it belongs to some city in Lyncestis.

Beginning at the middle of 1. 2 it reads: "Paulus Calidius having

gone as an envoy to Delphi to consult the oracle, having furnished

money to the city for the purchase of corn, having purchased corn in

a time of want, having been gymnasiarch at his own expense, while

holding the of&ce of treasurer and of politarch, having been esteemed

worthy by a decree of the council of the setting up of images and of

life-size statues, and while he was gymnasiarch being appointed a son

of the city both by the city and by the nation of Lyncestis, set up the

stele at his own expense."

This official visit as an envoy to Delphi is mentioned, among other

good deeds, as something of distinction, reflecting honor on the memory
of this man. While the object of his mission is not explicitly stated,

it is implied that he went there to consult the oracle on some matter

of interest to the public.

(2) 330

*Aya^ Tvxn.

^aaaaprjTioi Apv-

avTa Kaj^ijTTi'wvos

Tojv irpo(TTd.Tr]V

TrposJ TOV Kvpiov

AvrJoKpaTopa

The portion of this inscription which is extant is here transcribed.

It was found in Achrida. It reads: " With good luck. The Dasseretae

[honor] Druas the son of Caepio the chief who went an envoy to the

lord emperor . . .
."
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The name of the person to whom the envoy was sent is broken off.

The object of his mission is not mentioned, but he was evidently acting

in a political capacity, going as an envoy for the Dasseretae to some

emperor. The verb irpea-pevo} is here used in a technical sense, denot-

ing an official action.

(3)

The word €7rpeafi(€)v(r(avT)o occurs in inscription 370, which was

found in Thessalonica, but the ends of all the lines are broken off, so

that the inscription is wholly unintelligible.

The verb tt/jco-^Scuw has the same technical meaning in the New
Testament as in the inscriptions. It occurs only in II Cor. 5 : 20 and

Eph. 6: 20, where Paul uses it in a figurative sense of himself as an envoy

of Christ. Here as in the inscriptions it denotes official action of a

representative. This usage of Trpco-^Scvw throws some light on how Paul

thought of himself as related to Christ in his work as a preacher of the

gospel.

B. Trpto-ySeia

(i) 37

5 uio(v>)5 avTov •7r/3e(r|8[cjtais koi ti^ats 7r[avTu»v

dyyt'A.tov [xaij irpo<\>rjTSiv

For the place, date, and translation of this inscription see I. A. (2).

The term Trpto-ySctats (1. 5) is co-ordinate with tvxats and is used in

a prayer, evidently denoting intercessions.

(2)
_

The accusative singular of the noun -rrptaPtia occurs in a fragment

of an inscription (253) found in the region of Moglia, to the north

of Bitolia, but there is not sufficient context extant to enable us to

determine what the inscription was about. There is then only one

occurrence of Trpco-ySct'a in the inscriptions in which its meaning is clear

to us.

The usage which we have found in 37 has no parallel in the New
Testament. The word occurs in Luke 14:32 and 19: 14. In Luke 14:32

one king sends a -npta^tia to another king to ask him for peace. In

19:14 the TToXiTttt send a Trpttrfieia to their own ruler. This usage of

irpeafieta is in accord mth that of the corresponding verb, irpea-^tvta,

in the inscriptions.
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C. 7rp£<rPevTrj<i

(1) 217

45 toOto to Sdy/u,a c-

So$€ TW StCJTOVTl T^V (TTap-

X^V 'loVVLU) 'VoV<f>LV<t) 8ia

Tciiv TTpca-^cvrSiv tov

For the place and date of this inscription see IV. (2). The whole

of the inscription is extant in a somewhat fragmentary condition. The

part transcribed above reads: "this decree is decreed by Junius Rufinus

who is governing the eparchy by the Trpttr/JcvTat."

As respects the vp€<r^evTaC they are acting in an official capacity,

and are subordinate to Rufinus the governor. They are executive

officers under the authority of the governor. Their office seems here

to have more or less of permanency. It is not limited to a single event,

and in this respect it is more closely related to the conception of the

office of Trpttr/ScvTi?? which Paul had when he called himself an am-

bassador of Christ.

(2) 671

36 ajrocTctXat 8c koi wp€crl3vTrjv

45 7rpco-/3euT^S eipWrj Tuio'cavos.

48 Trap' ip.wv aTTOiTTaXcvTos Trpea/ievTov

58 dTroo-ToAcls Trpecr/SevT^s Trpos rrjv iroXiv

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the phrases con-

taining the term wpearpevn^': are here transcribed. For its place and

date, and a translation of it see I. A. (9).

The word irpeo-^Scun/s occurs four times, referring in each case to

the same man. Boulon was appointed a Trpecr/iJeuTT/s by the S^/ios of

Delos (1. 57), to go to Thessalonica on a specific mission. He was

received in Thessalonica in the ckkXtjo-ux, and was permitted to present

to that body the matters contained in the decree. Having accomplished

his purpose, he returned to Delos with the answer of the iKKK-rjata.

He was not merely an official messenger whose duty ended with the

delivery of the document in his charge. He endeavored to present his

cause in as persuasive a manner as possible and so win the approval

and co-operation of the iKKXrjaia.
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Only one Trpco-^cun/s was sent on this occasion. The number of

men commissioned on an embassy was variable. In 675 there are

three, and probably also in 217.

(3) 675

40 kXiadai 8« KuX Trpcor/SeuTcis

4.Q icai ilpWrjaav ;rp£(r/3eurai twv /SovAorrwv

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the phrases con-

taining the word under consideration are transcribed. For its place

and date see I. A. (10).

In this instance the Trpia-fiivTaC were chosen from the members of

the fiovXrj, and were three in number. They were chosen by the ftovXi^

and the 8^/to? and were commissioned to convey to the Roman treasurer

the decree of honor passed on his behalf, and to urge upon him the

acceptance of the honor.

The noun Trpea-^evTrj'i is not found in the New Testament in this

form, but nptafivTrj'i in Philem., vs. 9, is apparently the same word,

with this slight variation in spelling. In the original inscriptions as

in the original text of the New Testament, the words are without

accent, and would appear thus, Trpto-jScuTT^s and irpt(T^vTr)<i. The inter-

change of cu and V in Greek orthography is of common occurrence.

So far then as the accent and the orthography are concerned, there

is no reason for making a distinction between Trpeo-^Sewri;? in the inscrip-

tions and TTpeo-^uTr/s in Philem., vs. 9. See Hort., N.T., Vol. II, Appen-

dix, p. 136.

The irpta^tvTai seem to have been chosen from men of influence,

as in Lete, from members of the fiovXij. They were representative

officers and generally were appointed for some particular purpose

pertaining to the welfare of the people.

In the Epistle to Philemon when Paul designates himself as

7rp€or/3un7S it is under circumstances similar to that under which the

irptafttvTaL of the inscriptions held office. According to Paul's own
statement he is in the act of pleading for Onesimus when he uses this

title of himself. Orthography and accent are variable and cannot in

this instance be used as an argument to show that TrpecrjSvrr;; has a

different meaning from that of irpeo-yScuTi/s. It seems then to be clear

that ambassador is a possible interpretation of Trpt<TJivT-q<i in Philemon,

or rather, that Trpca/^vnys ("old man") is a transcriptional error for

7rp«(Tj8euTiys.
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D. TTpca-fivTepoi

(1) IIO

Mrjfiopiov Euycvi'ou

irptfffivrepov

(2) III

MrjfJiopiov

©coSovAov K^al

EvT/)(Mrt'ou irpetr/SuTcpov.

The whole of each of these inscriptions is extant, and is here tran-

scribed. They were found in Beroea. The Latin word firjfjLopiov

for fivrjfidov, and the word ©coSovXos both point to a late date for this

inscription, probably as late as the first century a.d.

It does not seem possible in these inscriptions to decide whether

7rpe<r/8vTcpos is used as a noun or as an adjective. It may be used here

as an official designation, or it may be an adjective referring to age.

(3) 1324

IlawrTpaTos KT7;(ri«;^aivTos irpea/SvTc^pos

IIotVTpaTOS KTT;(ri</>oivTOS

vculrepos.

The whole of this inscription is extant and is here transcribed.

It was found in Thasos.

From the manifest antithesis of Trpeafivrepo^ and vewrepos it is

evident that both words refer to age. Two men of the same name,

Ilato-TpaTos, are distinguished by terms denoting their relative ages.

A striking parallel to this usage of npea-fivTepos is found in I Tim.

5:1,2, and in I Pet. 5:5. Alford, Kiihl, and von Soden take 7rp«o-/?uT£pos

in these passages as referring to official position and not to age. The
above inscription affords us an example of these two words, rrpea-fivrepoi

and vewTcpos, used in contrast to each other where both words refer

to age. This tends to sustain those who interpret Trpcafivrepo^ with

reference to age in the scripture passages.

The almost universal usage of Trpca/Surepos in the New Testament

is as an official designation. For an excellent discussion as to the origin

of this technical usage see Deissmann, Bible Studies, pp. 154-57, 233-35.

This official usage was common in Egypt, and in all probability in

Asia Minor before the first century a.d. (Cf. Flind. Petr., Pap., II, iv,

6, 13^; CFG, 1417).
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(i) 346

<^iXi7r7ros Movv-

c Tavov dvWrjKav

(TTparrjyw NtKto.

The whole of this inscription of six lines is extant, and the last

three are here transcribed. It was found near Lake Lychnidos in Mace-

donian lUyria. It reads as follows: "Epicadus the son of Genthius

and Philip the son of Mountanus set up [this monument] to Nicias

a <rTpaTr;yos."

Only one man is mentioned as holding the office of (rrparrjyos, and

nothing is said as to his functions. This inscription seems to have

been inscribed to his memory by private individuals rather than by

the city.

(2)

The word o-Tpanyyo? occurs in inscriptions 622, 630, 631, 649, 650,

651. and 660. They were found at Thessalonica and belong to the

ninth century a.d., which is too late to be of value in this investigation.

At this late date the office seems to have been held by but one man,

and to have pertained to a city or province: that is, it was political.

(3) 675

12 «<^' ovs Kul cKTropev^c'l^vrJos 2e^Tov

TlofnrrjLOv tov a-TpaTrjyov Kai Trapara^afLtvov

fitra tJwi' iSiwv oT/aaxKOToiv.

The whole of this large inscription of fifty lines is extant. The

portion transcribed illustrates the usage of o-rpaTT^yds. For the place

and date of this inscription see I. A. (10).

The word orpttTi^yds is here a military term, applied to the well-

known Sextus Pompeius, general of the army.

The inscription is in honor of Marcus Annius the Roman treasurer,

and in recounting the favors which he had done for the city of Lete,

and the enemies against whom he had fought in their behalf, reference

is here made to certain enemies, "against whom also Sextus Pompeius

the (TTparrfyos went forth, and drew up in battle order with his own

soldiers."
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(4)

Reference is made to the o-T/aaTiyyos of Thessalonica in inscriptions,

711, 714, 7i5> 716, and 717, but nothing is said as to the duties of his
office.

It appears then that the term (TTpaTrjy6<; is used to designate (i) a
military officer, (2) an officer of a city, (3) an officer of a province.
The third sense is common in papyri.

Unfortunately most of the inscriptions in which the o-Tparr^yo's is men-
tioned are very brief, and no reference is made in them to his functions,

except in the case of Sextus Pompeius. With this one exception the
form of the title seems to indicate that the office of arpaTrjyo^ pertained
to ci\nc or political matters, rather than to military. It was not a
title limited to the designation of one particular office. In this respect

its use here is similar to that of a-TpaTrryo-i in the New Testament.
The word is used only by Luke. It occurs seven times in the plural

number (Luke 22:4, 52; Acts 16:20, 22, 35, 36, 38), and three times
in the singular number (Acts 4: i

; 5 : 24, 26). In Acts 5 : 26 the orpaT^yos

of the temple goes with the inrjpiraL to make an arrest. In Luke
22:55 the (TTpaTrjyoC of the temple are among those who come to arrest

Jesus. In the sixteenth chapter of Acts the aTparrjyoL of Philippi

exercise judicial functions. The Kvptw. of a slave girl led Paul and
Silas to the (rrpar-qyoL of the city for judgment. The arpar-qyoC had
authority to beat, imprison, or set free, except in the case of Roman
citizens who could demand a formal trial.

In Latin the corresponding term praefedus is used in the same manner
as urpaTriyo-i in the inscriptions. In neither case is the term limited

to the designation of a particular office. The functions pertaining to

the various offices were specific, but the term denoting the office was
general. This will account for the use of the word o-T/aarj^yos in the
New Testament, in referring to men holding different kinds of offices.
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XVI. Ta|JLietov

(i) i8o

7 El Se 6 K\rfpov6fio'i 6 e/uos

Trapair€fi\f/rj Ti, Bwaei

TO) rafiULiit irpoaTLfiov Srfvdpta ij/v.

The whole of this inscription of nine lines is extant, but only the

last three lines are transcribed. For its place and date see VII. (i).

A certain woman erected a tomb for herself and husband and made

this provision: "but if my heir pass over anything he shall pay to

the treasury a fine of 750 denarii."

It is clear that rafjuelov here denotes the treasury, in all probability

the treasury of the city.

(2) 413

4 8o)(r[c]6 Tw Ta[/xjt£ta» *<f>.

Only the latter portion of this inscription is preserved, and only

a part of the last line is transcribed.

The extant portion reads :
" but if any one, having opened the tomb,

dare to bury another without the consent of my wife, he shall pay to

the treasury five hundred denarii." It belongs to Thessalonica. The

date has not been ascertained. Money is to be paid to the rafiuXov,

that is, to the treasury.

(3) 420

3 £t Bf. /i.[^, S]a)(r[e]i Tw Ta/i[c]ta) virip CKa(rTr;[5] Xrjvov *
. . . .

Only a small fragment of this inscription is preserved. It was found

in Thessalonica. The part transcribed is the only intelligible statement

in the extant portion. Reference is here made to the payment of a

certain sum of money to the rafiuXov.

(4) 426

5 Biixrti TO) [UjpwTaTw ra/ieiw irpoo'Te.ip.Qv * fiv.

The whole of this inscription of five lines is extant, and the last

line is here transcribed. It was found in Thessalonica.
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A husband and wife built for themselves a tomb and made this

provision: "but whoever dares to bury any other person besides those

added in writing, he shall pay to the most sacred treasury a fine of

440 denarii,"

(5) 447

hftp/apva. irevre \iXiA^<i.

The whole of this inscription of four lines is extant, but only the

last clause of it is transcribed. It was found at Kalamaria near Thessa-

lonica. It reads: "Gaius Julius Eutychus, while living, built this

tomb for himself, and if any person, after I am buried, open it and

bury another, he shall pay to the imperial treasury 5,000 denarii."

This reference to the imperial treasury shows that the inscription

belongs to some time in the imperial period.

(6) 740

8 Sti)<r€i Tw ic/ocDTara* Ta/A[e]i'a)

* fivpia

The whole of this inscription is extant, but only the last two lines

are transcribed. It was found in Sokho which lies between Thessalonica

and Sirrhae. Dimitsas dates it about the first or second century a.d.

(MaK., II, 602).

A certain man, Dionysius, erected a tomb for his son and provided

that if any other person should use this tomb for burial, he must pay

to the most sacred treasury 12,000 denarii.

(7) 781

4 BiaacL TTpoaTCLfiov tw rafieifu *
,/? kol ry ttoXci ,fi.

The whole of this inscription of five lines is extant, and the fourth

line is transcribed. The inscription was found in Amphipolis, and

belongs to the year 205 a.d.

A certain man built a tomb for himself and his wife and on it he

wrote the following: "And if any other man shall dare to open [this

tomb], or to bury another body in it, he shall pay a fine to the treasury

of 10,000 denarii, and to the city 12,000 denarii." In this case the

Ta/Aitlov does not refer to the treasury of the city, as one fine is paid

to the Tafxulov and one to the city.
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(8) 829

'FiCTTiv y« Kol cm rrj twv

avdp<i>Trwv (TiiiT'qpia. to toiovto koL cwi tov Icpwrarov Ta/iuiov

15 ts oiifjeXua.

The whole of this inscription containing eighty-seven lines is pre-

served, except the first eight lines of it. Beginning at the middle of

1. 13 a line and a half is transcribed above.

In this inscription a protest is made against certain unjust practices

of the ruling classes in oppressing the common people, and it is asked

not only that their demands be granted, but that they be inscribed

and set up in some public place. In support of their protest they say

in the lines transcribed above: "Such a thing is for the safety of men
and for the advantage of the sacred treasury." In this instance the

interests of the sacred treasury are closely associated with the welfare

of men in general.

(9) 1220

7 ovTOS 3a>o'C( rrj ©aattav rroXti Brjvdpta B

Koi Tw 'upwrdrut ra/mci'fa) oAXa Srp'dpta B.

The whole of this inscription is extant, and the last two lines are

here transcribed. For its place and date, and a translation of it see

VII. (5).

In this inscription, as in 781 above, money is to be paid both to the

Ta/xuXov and to the city.

This dissertation presupposes that we no longer regard the Greek

of the New Testament as an isolated language. Its sources are to be

found in (i) the Greek inscriptions, (2) the non-literary Greek papyri

of Egypt, (3) the current Greek literature of that period, (4) the Sep-

tuagint. In these four sources there is essential unity, with some

slight variations.

The Septuagint is in " translation Greek." It is the Greek in common
use at that time, with some modifications in construction conforming

to the Hebrew idioms which it translated. Ideas and concepts appeared

in the Hebrew Scriptures which were foreign to the Greeks, and so

new Greek words, in some cases at least, were formed to express these

new concepts. In other instances familiar Greek words were used

with a different shade of meaning.
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In the non-literary Greek papyri the language of everyday life is

used. Many private letters have been found which preserve for us

the vernacular of the common people.

As respects inscriptions they were scattered over the whole area

of the Greek-speaking world, and are an important factor in showing

that the Greek spoken throughout the Roman empire was in the main

homogeneous. While they were written in the Greek then current,

they are probably farther removed from the spoken language than are

the non-literary Greek papyri. The inscriptions were intended for the

public, and so were more formal, more nearly in accord with the literary

usage of the time, than were the personal letters found in the papyri.

They were for the most part of a legal or technical character, and so

were expressed in a more formal manner than the spoken language.

The prose literature of that period might be taken as a sufficient

source for the New Testament Greek, were it not that it seems to be

pretty well established that writers of the New Testament drew more

largely from the oral language of the common people than did such

writers as Polybius, Josephus, or Philo. In this respect a closer parallel

to the Greek of the New Testament is to be found in the Greek papyri.

A wider range of usage may be obtained from the inscriptions than

from a single writer.

This treatise is concerned with only one of these sources, the Greek

inscriptions, and that from a definite geographical area. The inscrip-

tions from Macedonia are rather intimately related to the writings of

the New Testament. Some of the first gentile Christian churches

were founded in Macedonia. Some of the first epistles written by Paul

were to churches in Macedonia. Most of these inscriptions belong to

the time in which the kolvt^ was the current language, and are themselves

written in this "common" Greek.

In view of these facts it is evident that any lexical research in the

field of the inscriptions will have a bearing upon the language of the

New Testament. Those inscriptions which contain legal and govern-

mental terms are in the very nature of the case connected with official

business, and such terms have almost invariably a strictly technical

meaning in the inscriptions. In the New Testament these legal and

governmental terms are generally used in a figurative sense, in religious

phraseology. It is not therefore to be supposed that there will be an

exact parallelism of usage in these two fields, but their figurative usage

in the New Testament depends for its significance upon the strictly

technical meaning assigned to the terms in literature which is mani-
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festly intended to be official and technical. In this respect it is hoped

that this investigation may, in some measure, make a contribution

toward a better understanding of the writings of the New Testament,

and that the word-index will be of value to all those who desire to make

further investigations in the field of the Macedonian inscriptions.
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